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Zusammenfassung
Zur Beschreibung dynamischer Phanomene in der Verfahrenstechnik steht eine Reihe von
Modellierungswerkzeugen zur Verfugung, die deklarative, gleichungsorientierte Sprachen
wie beispielsweise gPROMS oder Modelica verwenden. Diese primar zur Simulation
konzipierten, domanenspezischen Sprachen werden immer hauger auch zur Losung
von Optimierungsproblemen (optimale Steuerung, Parameterschatzung oder Versuchs-
planung) eingesetzt. Solche Anwendungen erfordern typischerweise die Berechnung von
ersten und hoheren Ableitungen der zugrundeliegenden verfahrenstechnischen Modelle.
Diese Ableitungen wurden bisher haug mittels Dierenzenquotienten approximiert.
Fur ein existierendes dynamisches Optimierungssystem aus der Verfahrenstechnik
wird ein spezielles Software-Werkzeug namens ADiCape entwickelt, das exakte Ableitun-
gen zur Losung eines gegebenen Optimierungsproblems bereitstellt. Beim Entwurf
diesen innovativenWerkzeugs wurden Techniken des automatischen Dierenzierens (AD)
eingesetzt. Diese Techniken erlauben unter der Betrachtung und Ausnutzung von Prob-
lemstrukturen die ersten und zweiten Ableitungen ezient zu berechnen. Um die Tech-
nologie zur Ableitungsberechnung nicht nur an eine einzige Hochsprache zu binden,
werden die Programmtransformationen in eXtensible Style-sheet Language Transforma-
tion (XSLT) auf einem sprachneutralen, XML-basierten Zwischenformat namens CapeML
ausgefuhrt.
Die Transformationszeiten mit ADiCape und die Laufzeiten der Ableitungsberechnung
wurden in dieser Arbeit anhand mehrerer Testbeispiele prasentiert. Das vorgestellte
Ergebnis der Optimierung eines industriellen Prozesses beweist die erfolgreiche Inte-
gration von ADiCape generierten Ableitungen in eine Optimierungsumgebung der Ver-
fahrenstechnik.

Summary
Computer simulations of complex scientic problems have become indispensable in many
engineering research elds. The simulations of real life experiments allow for investiga-
tion of sophisticated phenomena which are too dangerous or expensive to undertake. The
underlying mathematical models usually depend on a number of parameters which have
an inuence on the result of the simulation. Some of these variables correspond to quan-
tities under the user's control, the so-called control variables. The proper values of these
control parameters which satisfy a requested objective can be found by employing nu-
merical optimization algorithms. Some numerical iterative algorithms require derivative
information of the simulation output with respect to the control parameters to calcu-
late the next iteration step. Accurate rst order derivatives are usually required for an
ecient solution, and methods based on higher-order derivatives are being increasingly
considered in numerical optimization and control. Methods of automatic dierentiation
oer a way to obtain such derivatives both reliably and eciently, in contrast to divided
dierentiation approximation or hand coding.
To perform computer simulations of the modeled phenomena the mathematical de-
scription the model needs to be implemented as a computer program, and often the
choice of implementation language depends on the simulation environment chosen. This
dependency of the programming language and the simulation environment hamper the
exchange of model information between modelers who may use dierent simulation tools.
The mathematical models motivating this thesis are specied in equation-based modeling
languages. Rather than a procedural code, equation-based concept denes dependencies
between model variables which is advantageous for building compound models in process
engineering.
Therefore, at Aachener Verfahrenstechnik { Process Systems Engineering at RWTH
Aachen University, CapeML, an XML based language denition has been proposed to
provide an intermediate representation of a mathematical model description which is
independent of a simulation environment. CapeML may be generated from a number
of equation-based programming languages, thus making it possible to combine smaller
model components to build more complex models. Additionally, XML, which is a stan-
dardized format, allows for syntax verications, content validation and source transfor-
mations which may not only translate the contents of XML into another representation
but even augment the enclosed data with additional information.
The main goal of this thesis is to present the suitable and innovative facility to aug-
ment CapeML model descriptions with derivative information required for the selected
optimization schemes. In the course of this thesis, a source transformation tool called
ADiCape has been developed to provide automatically generated CapeML code for deriva-
tive computations. These derivatives are determined by means of Automatic Dieren-
tiation (AD) techniques. The transformation rules of ADiCape are implemented in eX-
tensible Style-sheet Language Transformation (XSLT), a template-based transformation
language for structured XML-based data. As it turns out, its functional transformation
paradigm ts well with an equation-based modeling approach.
Customizable transformation in ADiCape allows for generation of rst and second or-
der code for calculation of derivatives in a form required by the employed optimization
algorithms. During these transformations, the structure of the mathematical model is
examined for possible increase in the eciency of the derivative calculation. For in-
stance, code optimization techniques such as constant folding, constant propagation and
loop unrolling are employed to eliminate derivative-irrelevant expressions from the model
description. Additionally, the sparsity of the Jacobian matrix is exploited to reduce the
computational eort of derivative calculation. Furthermore, only a fraction of the deriva-
tive information may be extracted for computation to concentrate the investigations on
a particular part of the model.
ADiCape is designed to be a part of the dynamic optimization environment DyOS,
providing accurate derivative information for the optimization of engineering models.
To meet these requirements, ADiCape implements the forward and reverse mode of AD
to supply the iterative solvers of DyOS with full Jacobian matrices, Jacobian and Hessian
(multi-)vector products and symmetric projections of Hessian matrix. The results of the
project investigations show that the automatic dierentiation may also be employed in
equation-based modeling approach. The preprocessing techniques derived from the code
optimization eld allow the preparation of the domain-specic code for the complex
mathematical transformations.
This thesis describes the specication for the transformation tool ADiCape, the imple-
mentation solution, as well as the employed methods for code optimization and sparsity
exploitation. The impact on the computational time and memory requirement is shown
in several test examples. The presented result of an optimization of a industrial process
model proves the successful incorporation of ADiCape-generated derivatives of CapeML
models in the engineering optimization environment. The performance of the transfor-
mation and evaluation of derivatives in the declarative language are also shown to concur
with theoretical benchmarks.
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1. Introduction
In the past decades, mathematical modeling and numerical simulation handling complex
scientic problems have become indispensable in the research eld of process engineer-
ing. Engineers build mathematical models to perform computer simulations, so that
they can replace real life experiments which can be dangerous (extreme conditions in
chemical plant operation), too expensive (crash behavior of a car), or in some situa-
tions even impossible to undertake. Mathematical models which are used for computer
simulations may employ a considerable amount of human eort during the process of
building a model. However, once the model satisfactorily reects the reality, a variety
of test cases may be investigated with the goal of improving the outcome of the con-
sidered experiment. Mathematical models are usually controlled by a number of model
parameters with varying impact on the result of the considered study. Studies of the im-
portance of model parameters provide additional information which is important during
the construction of a real life experiment.
For the implementation of a mathematical model, modelers can choose from a wide
variety of modeling languages and tools. The interdependence between a modeling
language and a simulation environment often obliges the modelers to use a modeling
language determined by the simulation tool. This then results in constant re-writing of
existing model specications in another modeling vocabulary to suit the interface of the
current simulation environment. In the course of building up complex models in process
engineering though, the modelers want to re-use component models which have already
been implemented. Although the encoded information is the same, the representation
of a model equation may dier from one language to another, and therefore, modelers
may encounter diculties reusing the available codes.
The mathematical models motivating this thesis are specied in equation based mod-
eling languages. This modeling concept denes dependencies between model variables,
rather than a procedural code. Equation based modeling is advantageous for building
compound models which are connected via specied interfaces with other sub-model def-
initions. As a result, equation based modeling languages like Modelica [27] and gPROMS
[33] are commonly used in process engineering. Even though the languages have similar
1
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features, the generated code uses a dierent vocabulary and dierent data representa-
tion, which makes it dicult to exchange implemented sub-models between modeling
tools.
Over the past years, the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [41] has become popular
due to the increasing need for exchanging structured data in the Internet. XML is a
general-purpose specication for creating custom markup languages and many XML-
based domain-specic languages have been recently developed in scientic and non-
scientic areas.
To address the need for a language-neutral model description, an XML-based format
for representing models in process engineering, called CapeML, has been proposed [82].
CAPE, which stands for Computer Aided Process Engineering, provides methods and
tools for computer supported solutions of process engineering problems. Within the pro-
posed CAPE-OPEN [56] framework, which describes open interface standards in process
simulation software, the CapeML language aimed to provide interoperability, i.e., the
ability to exchange model information between software components such as simulation
environments and optimization tools. CapeML can in principle be generated from other
equation-based modeling language like Modelica or gPROMS, and therefore, CapeML
oers exibility in choosing a modeling language when writing engineering models al-
lowing the resulting contribution to become a part in a complex CapeML-based model
description. The availability of a common modeling language is one approach to solve
the problem of redundantly written and stored model representations and also oers a
convenient facility for exchanging models in form of a global model database. Such a
repository of model denitions enables a transparent exchange of sub-models and con-
tributes to the habitual reuse of ready-to-use components in the modelers' native and
customized modeling congurations.
In computer simulations a once dened mathematical model oers a richness of pos-
sibilities of manipulating the model parameters in order to get a desired, optimal result
of the experiment. Once an objective function is dened, e.g., the maximum output or
the shortest time, mathematical optimization algorithms are employed to help nding
values for the model parameters. One of the software tools for nding optimal solution
is DyOS [13, 43], developed at Aachener Verfahrenstechnik { Process Systems Engineer-
ing at RWTH Aachen University1. DyOS has been designed for solving special classes
of dynamic optimization problems, where the objective function is dened subject to
the model equations of a process model. The process model is stored in a separate
software component called a model server. The DyOS system communicates with the
1www.avt.rwth-aachen.de
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process model via specially designed, CAPE-OPEN-compliant, interfaces to obtain in-
formation needed about the model. The standardization of the interfaces allows for an
easy connection of various CAPE-OPEN-compliant software components. In the current
implementation a connection is possible to both the commercial modeling and simula-
tion package gPROMS and to a native, CapeML-based process model server developed
within the European Global CAPE-OPEN project.
A large class of optimization algorithms uses derivative information in each optimiza-
tion step on the way to achieving an optimal solution of the dened problem. Derivative
information is indispensable in many optimization algorithms as a measure of the mag-
nitude of response of the system to a change in the values of the model parameters,
and, in particular, gradient based algorithms rely on accurate derivative information.
Automatic dierentiation [35, 68] provides an automated mechanism to calculate accu-
rate derivatives with little human eort and low computational cost. Specially designed
tools for automatic dierentiation applied on the computer program which implements
a function f generate a new computer program, which apart from the original function
is additionally able to compute required derivatives f' of the function f.
AD Tool
f f,f'
In addition to the novel implementation approach chosen, the exploration and in-
corporation of techniques of automatic dierentiation into this existing framework for
optimization in process engineering was a main goal of the Automatc Dierentiation for
CapeML (ADiCape) project.
1.1. Related work
Automatic Dierentiation (AD) systematically applies the chain rule of dierential calcu-
lus to a simulation code, extending the functionality of the code by additional derivative
calculation. So far, AD tool eorts mainly concentrated on procedural languages like
C, C++ or FORTRAN. A variety of AD tools for these languages implement source-to-
source transformation techniques or operator overloading, in both forward and reverse
mode (cf. Sec. 2). Table 1.1 lists some examples of AD-tools classied in the categories
of the dedicated language and AD-techniques, based on information from the community
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AD-tool Language Implementation AD-Technique
approach
ADIC [12] C/C++ s!s FM
ADOL-C [34] C/C++ oo FM, RM
CppAD [5] C/C++ oo FM, RM
OpenAD [81] C/C++, F77, F95 s!s FM,RM
TAPENADE [44] C/C++, F77, F95 s!s FM,RM
ADIFOR [8] F77 s!s FM
TAF [31] F77,F95 s!s FM,RM
ADiJac [77] Java s!s FM
ADiMat [83] Matlab s!s /oo FM
TOMLAB/MAD [26] Matlab oo FM
Table 1.1.: An overview of some AD tools categorized by the language supported, imple-
mentation approach and the AD-technique used. \s!s\ stands for source-to-
source transformation, "oo" designates the operator overloading technique,
and FM and RM denote the forward and reverse mode of AD, respectively.
website2. An overview of AD implementation approaches is given in [10].
The value of AD in process engineering simulation environments has also been noticed
early on by researchers in this eld. For example, in [78] Tolsma and Barton give a de-
tailed review of the various approaches for computing derivatives and conclude that AD
is the superior alternative to other approaches. As a consequence, they augment their
computational-graph based interpretative model evaluation environment to provide AD
capabilities. In particular, they note that precomputation of common subexpressions
combined with scalar reverse mode is as expensive as vector reverse mode. This obser-
vation is also used in sparse Jacobian computation [79], applying a particular variant
of a general preaccumulation strategy described in [9]. These techniques have been in-
corporated into the ABACUSS simulation environment [25, 78]. AD is also employed
as part of a tool set for incorporating codes written in a FORTRAN-subset into an
equation-based environment [80]. In the modeling environment gPROMS, where the
models are implemented in its own modeling language, the model functions and their
sparse Jacobians are available through an Equation Set Object interface [4]. Internally,
the dierentiation of model equations is based on symbolic dierentiation [63, 69].
2www.autodi.org
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Recent developments aim at constructing an universally applicable AD tool engine,
which can serve a number of programming languages. In Sec. 1.1.1 OpenAD [81], a tool
for automatic dierentiation with an internal XML-based representation, called XAIF,
is presented as an example of such an eort.
Domain-specic, equation-based modeling languages have also gained interest in the
AD community beyond our work. An AD tool called ADModelica is under development
for dierentiation of Modelica models [24]. It implements the forward mode of AD to
calculate rst order derivatives of model equations, and is briey described in Sec. 1.1.2.
The ADModelica project started recently, and the scope of the implemented AD features
is not yet advanced enough for the ecient computation of higher order directional
derivatives.
Following the concepts of DyOS project, recently, a new project called AC-SAMMM3
(The AaChen Platform for Structured Automatic Manipulation of Mathematical Mod-
els) has started which aims at providing solution support for simulation and optimization
problems formulated in equation-based modeling languages. Automatic dierentiation
is employed to transform the code of a structured model represented in any equation-
oriented modeling language. In the current version, rst order derivatives are calculated
based on the C-implementation of the model. Second order derivatives are obtained by
reapplication of the derivative compiler on its own code. Section 1.1.3 briey describes
the idea behind the AC-SAMMM project.
1.1.1. OpenAD project
The OpenAD [49, 81] project strives for a language independent framework for the de-
velopment and use of AD algorithms. The framework contains conversion components
that extract the numerical kernel of the source code (C and Fortran) and translates
it to an XML Abstract Interface Form (XAIF), which is a language-independent XML
representation of constructs common in imperative languages. XAIF is an encapsula-
tion of the operations relevant in scientic code with respect to AD. The development
of algorithms that exploit the chain rule of dierentiation can thus be decoupled from
the language specic infrastructure and user interfaces. This improves the re-usability
of algorithms and the implementation of transformations with relatively little coding
eort. All AD-specic analysis and transformation in OpenAD is encapsulated in the
xaifBooster component, which is implemented in C++, and based on an abstract syntax
tree traversal implementation paradigm. After the dierentiation process on the internal
3http://wiki.stce.rwth-aachen.de/bin/view/Projects/ERS/WebHome
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Figure 1.1.: The source transformation process based on the XAIF format.
XAIF representation, OpenAD oers back translation support to the desired program-
ming language. Figure 1.1 illustrates steps for source transformation using XAIF format.
The front-end parses the original code (written in C, C++ or Fortran) into the internal
XAIF representation. The original code is canonicalized and common compiler analysis
is applied. In the canonicalization process compound expressions are split into assign-
ments to temporary variables, where the right hand side of those assignments contain
only one operator or only one functional call each. The numerical kernel of the code in
XAIF format is read by xaifBooster, which performs the AD relevant transformation.
On return, the transformed XAIF is sent back to the translator components, which
create source code in the original programming language.
1.1.2. ADModelica: AD tool for Modelica
Modelica [27] is an equation-based modeling language used to write and simulate engi-
neering models. Modelica enables object-oriented modeling and provides mechanisms for
re-using component-based models in a transparent and feasible way. The components
of the model can be connected and hierarchically organized.
The Open Modelica Compiler (OMC) [28] is used to implement the AD tool for Mod-
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elica, called ADModelica [23, 24]. ADModelica is a prototype tool that augmentsModelica
models with code for computing the Jacobian matrix, i.e., the derivatives of model out-
puts with respect to model input variables. ADModelica implements the source-to-source
transformation technique in forward mode of AD on a so-called at-model level. An ar-
ray representing the gradient is associated with each variable or parameter of the at
model. Classical compiler techniques are used to divide the main equation into a set of
binary operations assigned to temporary variables, each of which can be dierentiated.
The architecture of ADModelica is sketched in Fig. 1.2.
Figure 1.2.: The architecture of ADModelica.
The Modelica input model is parsed and transformed into an intermediate format of
an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), which is a tree representation of the simplied syntactic
structure of source code. During the dierentiation process, ADModelica calculates ASTs
of the derivatives, and then generates the dierentiated model. ADModelica is capable of
re-using common expressions generated by OMC in the implementation of the chain-rule
of dierentiation. Additionally, the compiler takes over the task of code optimization of
the model descriptions.
7
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1.1.3. AC-SAMMM
The aim of the AC-SAMMM project [75] (The AaChen platform for Structured Auto-
matic Manipulation of Mathematical Models) is to provide a software infrastructure
for evaluating mathematical expressions and their derivatives of an arbitrary order.
AC-SAMMM has been designed to automatically transform models written in equation-
oriented modeling languages. The model is rst translated into a C/C++ representation
on which the automatic dierentiation methods are applied (see Fig. 1.3). The trans-
formed C/C++ derivative code is then compiled into a dynamic library, an ESO object,
which denes the interface for other applications. In this manner, AC-SAMMM can
provide the function and derivative information for any kind of simulation and opti-
mization problem formulated in a wide range of well-known equation-oriented modeling
languages.
Figure 1.3.: Workow of AC-SAMMM
In [40] the integration of a software tool for the solution of parametric dierential-
algebraic system with the AC-SAMMM has been presented. NIXE (NIXE Is eXtrapolated
Euler) is a C++ template class for the solution of initial-value problems arising from
linear-implicit autonomous dierential-algebraic equationsM _x = f(x; p) of index less or
equal to one. The solver uses extrapolated linearly-implicit Euler discretization [21, 37]
and allows for computation of higher-order sensitivities for solving problems of initial
value and optimal control.
The derivative calculation in AC-SAMMM is performed on the imperative, C/C++
code representation. Higher-order derivatives are generated by reapplication of dieren-
tiation rules to its own output. Therefore, the declarative, equation-based nature of the
model disappears during the transformation and the equation information is missing in
the derivative code.
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1.2. The ADiCape project
ADiCape was conceived as the rst source transformation tool designed for automatic dif-
ferentiation of equation-based models in process engineering. It transforms the CapeML
representation of model equations into new augmented model descriptions, which apart
from the original statements are able to calculate derivatives of the model equations
with respect to model parameters. CapeML oers the exibility of combining models
originally written in dierent modeling languages, because dierentiation of CapeML
equations becomes also independent of the modeling language. The augmented model
specication is also described in CapeML format, thus, it can be used together with the
original model equations in the solution of optimization problems.
The equation-based modeling approach supported by CapeML oers more exibility
than the procedural approach. Equations of the model do not specify how to calcu-
late the variables of the model, but declare the relationships between them. ADiCape
transformations work with the equation-based approach because ADiCape also generates
equations, namely derivative equations. The relations between variables of the dieren-
tiated equation can then also be reformulated to calculate the the unknown variables of
the model.
The transformation rules of ADiCape are implemented in eXtensible Style-sheet Lan-
guage Transformation (XSLT) [54], a template-based transformation language for struc-
tured XML-based data. XSLT is a declarative language, which features many properties
characteristic to functional programming [52]. ADiCape is built of XSLT templates and
functions which have no side-eects, i.e., they produce no other eect than computing
their result. This feature makes the order of function execution irrelevant, and therefore,
there is no prescribed ow of control. Additionally, functional programs do not contain
assignment statements, so variables, once given a value, never change. The functions
are dened in terms of other functions which can be called, often recursively, to pass
data between each other. XSLT programming also features lazy evaluation. That means,
that if a function does not require the value of an argument, the argument never gets
evaluated. These characteristics are both a challenge as well as an opportunity for the
design of a new AD tool.
Until now, AD tools were usually written in imperative languages applying trans-
formations as dened by the order of program execution in the input program. In an
equation-based computational paradigm such an order is not known. Tools for impera-
tive languages, like OpenAD used for Fortran and C, have no concept of equations and
therefore they are not applicable to a process engineering modeling languages likeModel-
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ica or gPROMS unless one is willing to give up an equation based modeling and resort to
an imperative description describing a particular evaluation scenario. However, a func-
tional transformation paradigm such as XSLT suits extremely well here. The functional
rules dene what to do in the transformation, but they do not prescribe an algorithmic
order in which transformation should be performed. XSLT transformations are suited
for XML documents and thus, no other intermediate representation is needed. XML
documents can be validated with a Document Type Denition (DTD) or XML schema
rules for the syntax correctness, and can be transformed using XSLT transformations.
XSLT templates and functions are applied to data which ts the template query, and
re-write the transformed XML parts in the place of their occurrence. Considering the
XML document as a tree, the re-writing in place technique is equivalent to processing
and replacing the leaves of such a graph. However, because of the simplicity of CapeML
language specication, during the processing of the graph some additional modications
of the graph need to be performed. In particular, code optimization techniques [15]
need to be employed during the XSLT transformation in ADiCape in order to enable the
AD transformation of the CapeML models. This requires additional analysis of the XML
document, processing of more than one graph node at a time, adding new nodes to the
computational graph deleting or changing the data type of the existing nodes, but all
these transformations can be eciently implemented in XSLT. Figure 1.4 depicts the
processing of CapeML with ADiCape.
original code
CapeML
ADiCape
XSLT Processor CapeMLwith derivatives
XSLT style−sheet
Figure 1.4.: Processing of CapeML code with ADiCape
ADiCape is designed to be a part of the dynamic optimization environment DyOS, by
providing derivative information for the optimization of engineering models. To meet
these requirements, ADiCape implements the forward and reverse mode of AD to supply
the iterative solvers of DyOS with full Jacobian matrices, Jacobian and Hessian (multi-
)vector products and symmetric projections of Hessian matrix.
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1.3. Outline
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the methods of
automatic dierentiation and associated techniques for the exploitation of the structure
of the underlying problem model. Section 3 describes the motivation for the ADiCape
project, i.e., the position of ADiCape in the software environment for dynamic optimiza-
tion. Apart from the software components, this section also describes the equation-based
modeling approach which diers from imperative approaches used in the majority of au-
tomatic dierentiation tools. The declarative programming paradigm provides a variety
of new challenges for the design of an AD tool, and the novel AD tool ADiCape, which
addresses these challenges, is presented in Sec. 4. Design features of the domain-specic
modeling language CapeML motivated the use of code optimization techniques to make,
in many cases, the AD transformations even possible and three chosen code optimization
techniques are explained in Sec. 5. The ADiCape system has been tested in a variety
of process engineering models. Section 6 illustrates two representative examples and
reports on the outcome of various performance and coding metrics in applying ADiCape
to these models. Section 7 summarizes our results and provides an outlook for future
work.
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2. Calculation of Derivatives with
Automatic Dierentiation
A wide variety of scientic computing techniques heavily relies on the availability of
derivatives of given mathematical functions. There are, in general, four approaches for
calculating derivatives:
 Dierentiation \by hand"
Hand coding of derivatives of the model equations is very likely to produce ecient
code. However, for a large code this method is tedious and prone to errors.
 Divided dierences method
In the simplest case, by simulating two responses of the system F (x) and F (x+h),
one can approximate the value of the derivative of function F with respect to
variable x:
@F
@x
 F (x+ h)  F (x)
h
The drawback of this method is that the quality of the derivative approximation
depends on an model external parameter h. The balance of truncation- and can-
cellation error requires a suitable choice of h, which is, in general, not easily done,
and even under the best circumstances, half the number of signicant digits are
lost.
 Symbolic dierentiation method
Symbolic dierentiation tools such as Maple, Macsyma or Reduce, provide pow-
erful capabilities for manipulating algebraic expression, but are typically not able
to handle constructs such as loops, branches and subroutines. Therefore, this
approach is not adequate for the dierentiation of large computer programs.
 Automatic dierentiation
Automatic dierentiation allows for the calculation of accurate, i.e., truncation-
and cancellation-error-free, derivatives of model predictions with respect to model
13
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parameters. The code for the derivative computation is generated automatically
by applying a suitable AD tool to the original model description, thereby extending
the code with additional statements for computing the desired derivatives.
For reasons of accuracy and generality, we pursue the AD approach in our work.
2.1. Principles of automatic dierentiation
Automatic dierentiation (AD) [35, 68], (sometimes also called algorithmic dierentia-
tion) is a chain-rule based technique to augment programs implementing mathematical
functions with the computation of derivatives. AD treats a program code as a poten-
tially very long sequence of elementary operations, such as addition and multiplication,
for which the derivatives are known. The chain rule of dierentiation is applied to yield
the derivatives of the whole program using these elementary derivatives. AD-tools trans-
form a machine readable simulation code and produce its derivative-augmented version.
Even very large simulation codes, e.g., with approx. 1.6 billion lines of code [6], can
be successfully augmented with derivative information using the technique of automatic
dierentiation.
There are dierent implementation strategies for AD [11, 29]. However, the two main
implementation approaches are based on operator overloading (oo), and source-to-source
(s! s) transformation techniques. Operator overloading can be applied when the given
code is written in a language which supports overloading of the operators, e.g. C++,
or Matlab. Except for initialization routines, the AD code looks very similar to the
original code and derivative computation is performed simultaneously with the original
evaluation. The advantage of an operator overloading method is that the source code
remains unaected, only the meaning of the mathematical operators change. However,
this method lacks transparency, as it is hard to comprehend and debug. In contrast,
the source-to-source transformation approach requires the development of an AD tool
which transforms the source code for computing a function into explicit source code for
computing its derivatives. After a parsing and canonicalization phase, transformations
implementing the dierentiation rules are carried out. At this point, there is room to
analyze the dierentiated code for optimization purposes.
The main advantage of a source-to-source AD approach is that chain-rule-based trans-
formations can be carried out on a high-level intermediate representation, potentially
exploiting knowledge beyond the scope of one elementary operation, while the transfor-
mations relevant for performance are transferred to the compiler or a run-time system
14
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carrying out code optimization techniques on a medium- or lower-level intermediate
representation [2, 59].
2.1.1. Forward and reverse mode on example
To briey illustrate AD, consider, for example, the following scalar-valued function F :
R2 ! R:
z := F (x; y) = sin(x+ y)  x: (2.1)
The input variables x and y are called independent variables and the variable z containing
the nal function value is called a dependent variable. We are interested in the derivatives
of the dependent variables with respect to the independent variables, i.e., dz=dx =
@F (x; y)=@x and dz=dy = @F (x; y)=@y. In applying AD to a code computing F , a
rst canonicalization step, the function code is split into unary and binary operations
as depicted in Algorithm 2.1.1. The temporary variables u and v are used to store
intermediate values for sub-expressions for the latter use in the code list.
Algorithm 2.1.1 Canonicalization of z := F (x; y) = sin(x+ y)  x
u := x+ y
v := sin(u)
z := v  x
AD derivatives can be calculated using the so-called forward or reverse mode. In
the forward mode the derivatives are computed along with the normal control ow of
the original program. The forward mode propagates derivatives of intermediate vari-
ables with respect to independent variables. In the reverse mode, certain information
is collected and saved during the normal control ow of the original program, and the
derivatives are calculated by reversing this stored control ow. The reverse mode prop-
agates derivatives of the nal result with respect to an intermediate quantity.
 In the forward mode of automatic dierentiation, the gradient rw corresponding
to a statement w = f(u; v) is computed by the vector linear combination
rw = @w
@u
ru+ @w
@v
rv (2.2)
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where @f=@u and @f=@v are the partial derivatives of w with respect to u and v,
and ru and rv are gradient objects which contain the gradient information of the
variables u and v.
Application of the dierentiation rule (2.2) to every elementary mathematical op-
eration in the canonicalized program code of Algorithm 2.1.1 yields the program
shown in the left column of Algorithm 2.1.2.
An appropriate initialization, called seeding, of the gradients rx and ry in the
evaluation of the code yields the derivatives in the desired linear combination. In
particular a seeding with unit vectors:
rx =

@x
@x
;
@y
@x
T
= [1; 0]T and ry =

@x
@y
;
@y
@y
T
= [0; 1]T :
propagates derivatives with respect to x and y, in the rst and second entry of
a gradient vector, respectively. Thus, this initialization yields the full Jacobian
matrix J , i.e., the matrix of partial derivatives of the function F with respect to
the both input variables x and y in rz:
J = rz =
"
@F (x; y)=@x
@F (x; y)=@y
#T
=
"
cos(x+ y)  x+ sin(x+ y)
cos(x+ y)  x
#T
as illustrated in the right column of Algorithm 2.1.2. Note, that in AD code, the
statements on the left will always be evaluated, the expressions shown on the right
side for clarity, hence, never are formed.
 The calculation in the reverse mode using the same code example results in the
transformation depicted in Algorithm 2.1.3, where for example for a variable v
present in the original program, a new variable v, the so-called adjoint of v, denotes
the dependence of the output variable z on the variable v, i.e.,
v = @z=@v:
To obtain the desired adjoints x and y, corresponding to the rst and second entry
of the Jacobian, the original control ow in the canonicalized code is reversed and
the calculation of the adjoint starts from the last to the rst temporary expression
by successive application of the adjoint rule: For a statement w = f(u; v) the
adjoints of w is assumed to be known (as statements are processed in reverse order
16
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Algorithm 2.1.2 Forward mode on the example of canonicalized code from Algo-
rithm 2.1.1: dierentiation rule (left) and the evaluation steps (right)
rx =
"
@x=@x
@x=@y
#
=
"
1
0
#
( \seeding"
ry =
"
@y=@x
@y=@y
#
=
"
0
1
#
( \seeding"
ru := rx+ry ) ru :=
"
1
1
#
u := x+ y
rv := cos(u)  ru ) rv :=
"
cos(x+ y)
cos(x+ y)
#
v := sin(u)
rz := rv  x+ v  rx ) rz :=
"
cos(x+ y)  x+ sin(x+ y)
cos(x+ y)  x
#
z := v  x
Algorithm 2.1.3 Reverse mode on the example of canonicalized code from Algo-
rithm 2.1.1: dierentiation rule (left) and the evaluation steps (right)
u := x+ y
v := sin(u)
z := v  x
z := 1 ( \seeding"
v+ = x  z ) v := x
x+ = v  z ) x := sin(x+ y)
u+ = cos(u)  v ) u := cos(x+ y)  x
x+ = u ) x := sin(x+ y) + cos(x+ y)  x
y+ = u ) y := cos(x+ y)  x
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of the original execution order), and the adjoints u and v are updated according
to
u = u+
@f
@u
w
v = v +
@f
@v
w
With the seeding z := @z=@z = 1, and assuming that the initial values of all other
adjoint variables are initialized to zero, the code in Algorithm 2.1.3 computes the
original function z and also the adjoints x and y, which together form the Jacobian
matrix J .
The computational cost of both methods, although yielding the same result, is dif-
ferent. To compute the Jacobian of a function F : RN ! RM , the cost of the forward
mode scales with the number of independent variables N , the cost of the reverse mode
scales with the number of dependent variables M . A general implementation of the
reverse mode also requires a full code reversal, not an obvious task for codes containing
loops and branches, and one that necessitates judicious trade-os between storage and
re-computation. In our work, we base our algorithmic solutions as well on the forward
as on the reverse mode of automatic dierentiation.
In many applications, the Jacobian J is not needed explicitly, but a product J  S,
where S 2 RNQ is the seed matrix. Consider, for a xed vector s, and a particular
value x0
g(t) := F (x0 + t  s):
Then
dg
dt
jt=0 = dF
dx
jx=x0  s
a matrix-vector product can be computed by initializing the gradient corresponding to
the i-th entry of X to si. In our example, if we seed rx = 1, and ry = 1 and, using
the same code as shown by Algorithm 2.1.2 we obtain
rz = J 
"
1
1
#
;
but using scalar, instead of 2 vector operations.
The computational complexities of calculating the Jacobian matrix are summarized
in Table 2.1. In general, the forward mode allows the computation of the product of the
Jacobian matrix J 2 RMN with any given seed matrix S 2 RNQ at a computational
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Mode of AD derivative matrix Cost
forward mode rz O(N)
rz  S O(Q)
reverse mode z O(M)
Table 2.1.: Summary of costs for computing Jacobian matrix with dierent AD modes
relative to computing a original function z, where N is a number of indepen-
dent variables of z, M is the number of dependent variables of z, and Q is
the number of columns of the seed matrix S.
cost that is proportional to the number of columns, Q, of the seed matrix S. This is
particularly useful, if, as shown, Jacobian-matrix products are to be computed without
explicitly forming J . Thus, appropriately initializing S (seeding), is often critical in
terms of performance, and we will exploit this feature in Sec. 6.
2.1.2. Computing second-order derivatives in forward mode of
automatic dierentiation
The standard forward mode of AD can be extended to second order dierentiation to
compute Hessian matrices. For a function z = F (x; y), the Hessian of F (x; y) is given
by:
r2z = @z
@x
r2x+ @z
@y
r2y
+
@2z
@x2
(rx  rxT ) + @
2z
@y2
(ry  ryT )
+
@2z
@x@y
(rx  ryT +ry  rxT ):
The Hessians r2x, r2y, r2z, can be stored and computed eciently by exploiting
symmetry. Therefore, for n input variables, the gradients rx, ry, rz, are vectors of
length n, and the Hessians can be expressed by vectors of length n  (n+1)=2. The cost
of the full Hessian computation in forward mode is bounded by O(n2) relative to the
cost of computing the original function.
Many algorithms do not need the full Hessian, but require only a projected Hessian
ST  H  S, where S is a seed matrix with q columns. Rather than computing the full
Hessian followed by one or two matrix multiplications, the new propagation rule can be
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adapted to directly propagate the Hessian vector products or the projected Hessians.
The required computations can then be performed at much lower costs, as shown in
Table 2.2. In the case of large Hessians and relatively small values of q these savings are
signicant.
Hessian Type Cost
r2z O(n2)
ST  r2z  S O(q2)
Table 2.2.: Summary of costs of computing Hessian matrix using forward mode relative
to computing a original function z, where n is a number of independent
variables of z, and q and r are the numbers of columns of the seed matrix S.
2.2. Exploitation of sparsity via column compression in
the forward mode of automatic dierentiation
Time and storage requirements of AD-generated programs can be signicantly reduced
if the Jacobian matrix is sparse. There is a variety of dierent techniques to exploit
sparsity in AD-based derivative computations. The common concept behind these ideas
is centered around coloring vertices of suitably-dened graphs as surveyed in [30] and
investigated in several articles [18, 45{47]. The method used in the present study is based
on the CPR algorithm of Curtis-Powell and Reid [19]. Although originally devised for
divided dierence derivative approximation, it also applies in the context of AD [3]. The
key idea is that structurally orthogonal columns of J can be combined into one single
column without loss of information, thus saving computing time and memory. Two
columns ci; cj of a matrix are called structurally orthogonal if all their nonzero elements
at a row position k, denoted by ci(k) and cj(k), do not overlap, i.e.,
ci(k) 6= 0 ) cj(k) = 0
and
cj(k) 6= 0 ) ci(k) = 0
for all rows k. Two or more structurally orthogonal columns, which can be computed
together as linear combination, are called column group. Two columns that are not
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1.: Computation of all nonzero Jacobian entries (a) with 5 column groups;
(b) with 3 column groups f1,2g, f3,5g and f4g
structurally orthogonal cannot be computed as a linear combination because there are
at least two nonzero elements that would be summed up.
Figure 2.1 shows the nonzero pattern of a sparse 5  5 Jacobian matrix where each
nonzero entry is denoted by the symbol 
. Recall from Sec. 2 that, without exploiting
sparsity, all zero and nonzero entries of the Jacobian J are computed with the forward
mode using the 5 5 identity matrix I5 as the seed matrix S. That is, the seed matrix
has q = 5 columns. As depicted in subgure (b), columns 1 and 2 can be computed as a
column group because there is no overlap of nonzero elements in any row. In contrast,
the columns 2 and 3 cannot be combined because both have a nonzero element in row 3.
Hence, the matrix J can be determined with three column groups, e.g., groups f1,2g,
f3,5g, and f4g. The column groups are indicated by gray shading in this gure. The
number of column groups, also called chromatic number  of the matrix, corresponds to
the number of columns of the seed matrix. So, exploiting sparsity reduces the number
of columns of the seed matrix from q = 5 to  = 3, in this example. The CPR heuristic
employs a greedy approach, iterates over all non-visited columns ci, i 2 1; : : : ; n, and
assigns ci to the rst group which contains only columns that are structurally orthogonal
to ci. If column ci does not t to an existing column group, the algorithm introduces a
new one.
In the context of AD, computing the sum of the columns ci and cj of the Jacobian J
requires a seed matrix C containing a column ei+ej, where ek denotes the k-th canonical
unit vector. If ci and cj are structurally orthogonal, all nonzero values can be easily
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reconstructed from of the result, ci+ cj. This technique can be naturally extended to 
groups of columns where all columns within one group are pairwise orthogonal. In this
way, all nonzero entries of J are computed in a compressed fashion by generating AD
code for AD(J;C) where the seed matrix C consists of  columns whose pattern reects
the structural orthogonality of the columns of J . The notation AD(J;C) denotes, that
the Jacobian J has been computed with AD using matrix C as a seed matrix. Note,
that the sparsity pattern of J is often known due to the problem structure, and thus
known a-priori.
A full Jacobian matrix can be computed in a non-compressed fashion using the n n
identity matrix as the seed matrix. Using a n   seed matrix C, based on column
groups, the amount of work for the computation of all nonzero Jacobian elements in a
compressed form as AD(J;C) is reduced by a factor of n=. The computation time of
generating the matrix C based on the sparsity structure of J using the CPR algorithm
is negligible compared to the time for computing the Jacobian.
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A large class of dynamic optimization problems involves computer models described by
dierential and algebraic equations and ready-to-use models of sub-systems are com-
monly re-used to build up bigger systems. However, if models are written in the lan-
guage of a particular software system, they cannot be easily exchanged or combined
with those of other software systems. A common language-independent representation
for the model equations on the other hand, makes the process of exchanging and com-
bining model components possible.
In the following subsections, we describe building blocks for dealing with dynamic
optimization problems that address these issues.
 DyOS is a software tool for the solution of dynamic optimization problems. It
communicates with a model server, where the model description is stored.
 Equation-based modeling is a concept for building re-usable models. Concepts of
equation-based modeling are presented by way of a dynamic optimization problem.
 CapeML is a representation for equation-based modeling and can, in principle, be
generated from other equation-based modeling languages likeModelica or gPROMS.
Therefore it can serve as an intermediate format in computer aided process engi-
neering.
 CAPE-OPEN (CAPE is short for Computer Aided Process Engineering) denes
standards for software interfaces, which enable communication between such build-
ing blocks as process simulators and optimization tools.
3.1. The DyOS Dynamic Optimization Software
DyOS [13, 43] is a software tool being developed at Aachener Verfahrenstechnik { Pro-
cess Systems Engineering at RWTH Aachen University. DyOS has been designed to
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solve various dynamic optimization problems including the optimization of design and
operation of chemical plants and a large variety of chemical process engineering-related
applications. DyOS allows the model to be accessed via a so-called Equation Set Object
(ESO) interface [84], a standard developed in the CAPE-OPEN [56] project. The com-
mercial modeling and simulation package gPROMS, for example, can be used as a model
server. DyOS features state-of-the-art numerical solution methods including an auto-
matic adaptation of the discretization of the control prole [42, 72]. DyOS has been used
successfully to solve mixed integer dynamics optimization problems, e.g., [62, 71, 72, 74],
dynamic parameter estimations, e.g., [53], and optimal experimental design problems,
e.g., [14, 58].
3.1.1. Dynamic optimization
Engineering models used in computer simulations are often described by mathematical
equations and expressed in the form of computer programs. The behavior of such models
is controlled by two kinds of model parameters: time dependent control functions, and
parameters that are constant in time. The element of time distinguishes dynamical
systems from static systems, and hence, dynamic optimization concerns optimization of
dynamical systems.
The optimization process adjusts time-variant control variables within given bounds
while satisfying operational constraints. The constraints may, for instance, denote safety-
related temperature bounds, or terminal conditions. An underlying mathematical pro-
cess model containing balances for mass{energy conservation laws, and other physical
equations links the control function with the output variables of the model.
In many cases, engineers are mostly interested in either gaining a better correspon-
dence of the model predictions calculated in the computer simulation with a real-life
experiment or in minimization of a pre-dened problem specic cost function. Used in
this context are methods for solving parameter estimation problems and optimal control.
A parameter estimation problem is a search for appropriate values of model parameters
to satisfy an optimality criterion. Optimal control problems, in turn, seek optimal values
of time-dependent control functions.
A dynamic optimization problem involves the determination of the optimization vari-
ables, control trajectories u(t) and nal time tf, such that an objective function  is
minimized subject to some model equations and additional path and endpoint con-
straints. Mathematically, this leads to a non-linear optimal control problem which can
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be stated as
min
u(t); tf

 
x(tf);u(tf)

(3.1)
s.t. M_x = f
 
x(t);u(t)

; t 2 [t0; tf]; (3.2a)
0 = x(t0)  x0; (3.2b)
0  hx x(t);u(t); t 2 [t0; tf]; (3.2c)
0  e x(tf);u(tf); (3.2d)
umin  u(t)  umax; t 2 [t0; tf]: (3.2e)
Here, the vector of the state variables x(t) is dened on the time horizon t 2 [t0; tf].
The dierential-algebraic model is given by (3.2a) in which the constant and sparse
matrix M is, in general, not of full rank. Furthermore, the right-hand side f of the
dierential-algebraic equation (DAE) depends not only on the state variables x but also
on the time-dependent control variables u(t). The consistent initial conditions are given
by Equation (3.2b). The state variables x are constrained by path constraints hx given
by (3.2c). Endpoint constraints in (3.2d) are denoted by the symbol e. Finally in (3.2e),
the values of the control variables are limited by the lower and upper bounds, u(t)min
and u(t)max, respectively.
3.1.2. Transformation to into a non-linear program
The dynamic optimization problem described in Sec. 3.1.1 is transcribed into a non-
linear program (NLP) by time-discretization of the controls u(t) on the time horizon
t 2 [t0; tf] using, e.g., piece-wise constant or piece-wise linear function approximations.
The selection of the control variable discretization is a crucial factor in the robust and
ecient solution of dynamic problems. Independently for each control variable of the
model, DyOS allows arbitrary, possibly nonuniform and user-specied discretization.
In the automatic adaptive renement mode, local renements are performed to meet
pre-specied accuracy goals. Here, starting from a coarse grid containing only a few
decision variables, in every following renement cycle grid points are inserted or deleted.
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The initial discretization (piecewise constant
approximation using three intervals) in subgure (a) is nally adapted to the shape of
the function in (b), which results form piecewise linear approximation using six intervals.
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u(t)
t
(a) initial discretization: piecewise constant ap-
proximation, three intervals
u(t)
t
(b) nal discretization: piecewise linear approx-
imation, six intervals
Figure 3.1.: Time-discretization schemes for a model control variable u(t).
Without loss of generality, the discretization and the formulation of the NLP for the
piece-wise constant approximation reads as
ui(tk) = ci;k with k = 1; :::; ni and i = 1; :::; r (3.3)
where ni is the number of discretization intervals for the control variable ui, and r the
number of control variables.
Choosing the discretized controls and the nal time as the optimization variables p,
with p dened as
p := [c1;1; :::; cr;nr ; tf ] 2 Rq;
and
q := 1 +
rX
i=1
ni
the dynamic optimization problem can be transcribed into a NLP of the form:
min
p
 (x (p)) ; (3.4)
s.t. 0  hx(x(p)); (3.5)
0  e (x (p)) ; (3.6)
pmin  p  pmax: (3.7)
Here x(p) denotes a solution of the system
M _x = f(x(t); u(p; t)); x(0) = x0 (3.8)
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for given values of p and x0, where the matrix M is constant, thus in particular, does
not depend on p and t.
The values of the cost function (x(p)) for each optimization step, i.e., for a given
p are obtained by numerical integration of the states variables, using for example the
linearly-implicit extrapolation code [22, 73].
Applying the linearly-implicit Euler discretization with a stepsize tj yields
xk+1 = xk + (Mk   tjJ0) 1tjf(xk; u);
where, J0 denotes the Jacobian J evaluated at the initial point x0, i.e.,
J =
@
@x
(f(x; u) M _x) (3.9)
J0 = J(x0) (3.10)
Denoting LU = J0 Mk=tj as iteration matrix, we can re-write the Euler discretization
step as
xk+1 = xk + LU
 1f(xk; u):
As described in [73], an approximation of J can be used instead of the the itera-
tion matrix B. Using this approach, an Euler discretization step the structure of this
approximated approach is sketched in Algorithm 3.1.1.
Algorithm 3.1.1 State integration, for M = const
Compute Jacobian J0
while convergence criterion not satised and j  jmax
tj = T=j
LUj = J0  M=tj
for k = 0; : : : ; j   1
xk+1 = xk   (LU) 1j  f(xk; u)
Based on gradient information @=@pi; i = 1; : : : ; q; the optimization algorithm
computes a new vector p and again evaluates the objective function. This procedure is
performed repetitively until the optimal parameter values are found.
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3.1.3. Combined sensitivity integration
In order to obtain the gradients for the NLP, one can dierentiate the DAE system (3.2a)
with respect to each parameter pi. This dierentiation yields additional q sensitivity
equation systems of the form of
M _si =
@f
@x
si +
@f
@u
wi ; i = 1; :::; q; (3.11)
where
si =
@x
@pi
(3.12)
and
wi =
@u
@pi
(3.13)
denote the sensitivity of x, and parameterization of u, with respect to the parameter pi,
respectively. The sensitivity systems (3.11) form q DAE systems which are independent
of each other. However, since the Jacobian matrix J = @f=@x depends on the current
state of the DAE system x, obviously the sensitivity equations depend on the solution of
the state equation. As the sensitivity DAE equation system (3.11) has to be solved for
each degree of freedom pi, the computational cost of the combined system is proportional
to the number q of decision variables.
The linear-implicit extrapolation routine LIMEX [20, 21] has been extended for the
computation of the so-called sensitivity equations [72]. Here, a combined system of the
original DAE (3.8) and associated sensitivity systems (3.11) is evaluated:266664
M
M
. . .
M
377775 
266664
_x
_s1
...
_sq
377775 =
266664
f
@f
@x
 s1 + @f@u  wq
...
@f
@x
 sq + dfdu  wq
377775
The sensitivity systems can be solved simultaneously with the state systems inside of
one integration loop as shown in Algorithm 3.1.2. Here, similar to Algorithm 3.1.1, the
LU decomposition is computed in the outer loop and is reused in both the numerical
integration of state variables and sensitivities.
The optimization algorithms implemented in DyOS use gradient-based methods to
nd the optimal solution. However, the predominant computational eort is spent in the
integration part, where the iterative method is employed for solving the equation system.
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Algorithm 3.1.2 Simultaneous state and sensitivity integration, for M = const
Compute Jacobian J0
while convergence criterion not satised and j  jmax
tj = T=j
LUj = J0  M=tj
for k = 0; : : : ; j   1
xk+1 = xk   (LU) 1j  f(xk; u)
si;k+1 = si;k   (LU) 1j 

J(xk)  si;k + @f
@u
(xk)  wi

for i = 1; : : : ; q
Therefore this part of the computation is the best candidate for possible performance
improvements, for example by eective calculations of accurate derivative information.
The extended version of the LIMEX-based algorithm for combined state and sensitiv-
ity integration, described in this section, requires both:
 the full Jacobian matrix of the system: @f=@x,
 Jacobian times matrix products of a form: @f=@x  si+ @f=@u wi, for i = 1 : : : ; q.
Some optimization algorithms calculate or approximate derivative information internally,
but many of them allow for, or even expect, external routines supplying this information.
3.2. Equation-based modeling in process engineering
Equation-based modeling is a declarative approach for problem specication. In contrast
to procedural approaches, the equations of the model do not specify how to calculate
the values of the model variables, but quantify the dependencies and relations between
them. Hence, during the modeling stage, no assumptions need to be made which quan-
tities are considered to be known and can be used to calculate the others, nor in which
order the calculation should take place. This property of the equation based-modeling
enables connection of equation systems, so-called sub-models, to build up a more com-
plex model descriptions. The compound model consist of instances of the sub-model
equations and also of additional connecting equations. The connecting equations de-
scribe the dependencies between the variables of particular sub-models. A compound
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model description consisting of model equations can be regarded as a kind of a model
class which needs further particular specication. In a concrete instance of a model,
called a process model, the model variables are explicitly dened as either control vari-
ables, model parameters or state variables of the system. After the compound model
is customized for solving a concrete problem, a model interpreter transforms the model
equations into an assignment form of a procedural language. The procedural form of
a process model is then used by a model server to answer requests of the optimization
tool about values of model state variables with current control settings.
3.2.1. A model problem
In this section, a small model problem of a driving car is presented. Though intentionally
kept simple, this example highlights important features that also occur in more complex
models. The model describes the behavior of a vehicle, namely its velocity and a distance
traveled within a time interval.
1 MODEL car
2 PARAMETER
3 pi AS REAL
4
5 VARIABLE
6 accel AS REAL
7 velo AS REAL
8 dist AS REAL
9 time AS REAL
10 alpha AS REAL
11
12 EQUATION
13 $dist = velo;
14 $time = 1.0;
15 $velo = 4/pi*atan(accel) - alpha*velo^2;
16 END
Figure 3.2.: Specication of an engineering model in gPROMS
The model description written in the equation-based modeling language gPROMS is
shown in Fig. 3.2. A model description starts with a keyword MODEL, followed by the
name of the model: car in line 1, and ends with a keyword END (line 16).
The model is assembled from three subsections:
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 PARAMETER: this section species the constant model parameters, i.e., those whose
value should not be changed during the simulation and optimization, and declares
the type of the constant as a real number.
 VARIABLE: this section contains all model variables, whose values may be changed
during the simulation or optimization.
 EQUATION: this section denes the equations of the model.
This model of a car consists of six variables of REAL type: velo, dist, time, accel,
alpha, pi, and contains three model dierential equations, where the operator $ denotes
the derivative with respect to time, i.e, d=dt. The two parameters accel and alpha
describe the power of the engine and thus determine overall system behavior.
The gPROMS model may be used in a simulation process after a specication of all
model variables. One particular specication of a model car is shown in Fig. 3.3.
1 PROCESS Test
2
3 UNIT VW AS car
4
5 SET
6 WITHIN VW DO
7 pi := 3.14159;
8 END
9
10 ASSIGN
11 WITHIN VW DO
12 accel := 2.0;
13 alpha := 0.0025;
14 END
15
16 INITIAL
17 WITHIN VW DO
18 velo = 0.0;
19 dist = 0.0;
20 time = 0.0;
21 END
Figure 3.3.: Initialization of a process model in gPROMS
Here, a process named Test is using an instance VW of the model description car (line
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3). The process Test sets the values of the variables in the model in the three dedicated
sections.
 The section SET (lines 5{8) is used to give values to the constants of the model.
Here, the variable pi is given a value of 3:14159, which stays constant throughout
the whole simulation.
 The section ASSIGN (lines 10{14) marks variables for the the dynamic optimiza-
tion. These can be either time-varying control variables or time-invariant control
parameters. The starting value for those optimization variables is assigned in this
section.
 The section INITIAL (lines 16{21) is used to give initial values for state variables
of the model in the current experiment.
3.2.2. Optimization example
As an example, let us consider an optimization problem for the model presented
in Sec. 3.2.1 to nd the shortest time in which the vehicle covers a distance of 300
meters. To this end, the process model needs to be interfaced with an optimizer of
DyOS, which needs to be told the objective, the values of the variables, the selection of
the time-independent parameters and the time dependent control functions, and lastly,
the constraints.
The conguration for the DyOS optimizer is shown in Fig. 3.4. In the following, the
particular sections of this le are explained in detail.
 The objective function of the optimization scheme is dened in lines 3{5 in the
section denoted by a keyword OBJECTIVE. Here, the value of the variable TIME
should be minimized.
 The lines 7{8 in the section ESOPATH state the name of the model car and the
name of the instance of the model, i.e. the process model test, c.f. Fig. 3.3.
 The nal process time: FINAL TIME, dened in lines 10{12, which is often regarded
as a free parameter of the process, has to be conned between a lower and an upper
bound, and an initial value is provided.
 The primary time-discretization of the control function ACCEL is initiated starting
in line 14. Recall from Sec. 3.1.1, that in order to transcribe the DAE system
into the NLP program, the control functions are discretized in time by piece-wise
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1 # CAR BEISPIEL
2
3 OBJECTIVE
4 #variable name
5 TIME
6
7 ESOPATH
8 car test
9
10 FINAL TIME
11 #initial value : lower bound : upper bound
12 40 : 10.0 : 100.0
13
14 PIECEWISE CONSTANT
15 #variable name
16 ACCEL
17 #number of intervals : lower bound : upper bound
18 10 : -2.0 : 2.0
19
20 PARAMETER
21 #variable name
22 ALPHA
23 #lower bound : upper bound
24 0.0 : 10.0
25
26 INTERIOR PATH CONSTRAINTS
27 #variable name
28 VELO
29 #lower bound : upper bound
30 0.0 : 10.0
31
32 ENDPOINT CONSTRAINTS
33 #variable name
34 DIST
35 #lower bound : upper bound
36 300.0 : 300.0
37 #variable name
38 VELO
39 #lower bound : upper bound
40 0.0 : 0.0
Figure 3.4.: Conguration le for an optimization scheme in DyOS
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approximation functions. Here, a piece-wise constant function, denoted by the
keyword PIECEWISE CONSTANT, is used to approximate the behavior of the model
control function. Ten intervals are proposed (line 18), and the lower and the upper
bounds for all the parametrized values are set to  2:0 and 2:0, respectively. This
means, that ACCEL in each time interval must lie between  2 and 2 m=s2.
 The parameter ALPHA, which is constant in time, should attain a positive value,
but not bigger than 10:0.
The further lines of the conguration le, i.e., lines 26{40, denote the constraints of the
state variables of the model, i.e., the interior path and endpoint constraints.
 The section labeled INTERIOR PATH CONSTRAINTS denes the bounds for the spec-
ied variable in all of the time steps, i.e., throughout the whole simulation.
 The section ENDPOINT CONSTRAINTS describes the bound for the nal time-step
of the simulation. In this example, the constraints of state variables are set as
follows.
{ the nal value of the variable DIST is set to 300 in lines 34{36.
{ the variable VELO must not become negative nor bigger than 10:0 throughout
the simulation (lines 28{30), and its nal value should be zero (lines 38-40).
The result of the optimization of the auto example is depicted in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6.
Figure 3.5 shows the prole of the accel control variable over the time horizon, and
Fig. 3.6 shows the values of the state variable velo in the corresponding time intervals.
The overall process time, which is the value of the objective function in this example, is
37:31 seconds.
3.3. Denition of models in CapeML
Combining sub-models together may be troublesome for sub-models written in dierent
modeling languages. A common, language independent, representation allows for def-
inition of a compound model regardless of the originally used modeling language and
hence easy composability of sub-models. CapeML is a XML-based domain-specic lan-
guage for describing model equation in process engineering. It has been designed as an
intermediate model format and can be connected with DyOS (Sec. 3.1). To support the
traditional way of writing a model in a text editor, the compact language notations of
other equation-oriented modeling languages like Modelica or gPROMS can still be used.
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accel
Figure 3.5.: Result of the optimization of the car example: variable accel
velo
Figure 3.6.: Result of the optimization of the car example: variable velo
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3.3.1. Model variables in CapeML
CapeML models may contain variables of at most one dimension, i.e., scalar and vector
variables. In CapeML, a scalar variable is dened, for example, as follows:
1 <VariableDefinition name='pi' myID='V_car_pi' specification='CONSTANT'/>
where the attributes of the <VariableDefinition> element designate:
 name - a name of the variable,
 myID - a global unique identier which consists of a letter V_, followed by the name
of the model to which the variable belongs and the name of the variable,
 specification - a default specication of the variable.
The specication attribute assumes one of the following values:
 STATE: The model variables are per default state variables,
 PARAMETER: The quantities that can control the behavior of the system and the
values of the state variables are specied in the conguration le as parameters.
 CONSTANT: denotes constants.
A denition of a vector variable is indicated in CapeML by the existence of a CapeML
language element <Distribution>, as shown in line 18 of Fig. 3.7. The nomenclature
of CapeML elements and attributes is dened in Document Type Denition of CapeML
(see Appendix B.3, and therefore consequently used in the following description. The
attribute domain of the element <Distribution> in CapeML refers to a previously de-
ned <Domain> element. A <Domain> element stores the admissible range indices for the
vector variable. The <Domain> is identied by its my_ID attribute, and encapsulates two
numbers denoting the rst and the last index of the vector.
3.3.2. Model equations
In the remainder, to illustrate representation and handling of model equations in CapeML,
we consider the car model example introduced in Sec. 3.2.1. The two model param-
eters accel and alpha are assumed to be scalar and do not change over time. The
representation of the third model equation
$velo = 4/pi*atan(accel) - alpha*velo^2;
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1 <Domain myID='D_mod_vector'>
2 <Expression>
3 <Term>
4 <Factor>
5 <Number value='1'/>
6 </Factor>
7 </Term>
8 </Expression>
9 <Expression>
10 <Term>
11 <Factor>
12 <Number value='3'/>
13 </Factor>
14 </Term>
15 </Expression>
16 </Domain>
17 <VariableDefinition name='vector' myID='V_mod_vector' specification='STATE'>
18 <Distribution domain='D_mod_vector'/>
19 </VariableDefinition>
Figure 3.7.: Denition of a vector variable vector in CapeML with valid indices between
1 and 3.
is shown in Fig. 3.8.
The equations of a sub-model state the dependencies between the variables. Because
they state a relation, the order of evaluation is not prescribed. The equation does not
calculate any value, but denotes equality between the right- and the left-hand side of
an equation. In other words, a residual of an equation, dened as a dierence between
the right- and left-hand side, is supposed to be zero during the simulation. The de-
scription of each of the model equations is encapsulated in an <Equation> element. A
<BalancedEquation> expresses the equality between the values of expressions in the
left- and the right-hand side. Such an equation is represented in CapeML by a tuple of
<Expression> elements, one for each side of the equation (cf. Fig. 3.9).
Each balanced equation has a global unique identication attribute myID. The CapeML
specication allows for other kinds of equations, e.g., <ConditionalEquation> equation
or <LoopEquation> equation. A conditional equation contains a logical expression and
two equations. Depending on the result of the logical expression, the rst or the second
balanced equation is evaluated. A loop equation is just a simple way to repeat an
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1 <VariableDefinition myID='V_car_velo' specification='STATE'/>
2 <VariableDefinition myID='V_car_accel' specification='PARAMETER'/>
3 <VariableDefinition myID='V_car_alpha' specification='PARAMETER'/>
4 <VariableDefinition myID='V_car_pi' specification='CONSTANT'/>
5 <Equation>
6 <BalancedEquation myID='E_2' >
7 <Expression>
8 <Term>
9 <Factor>
10 <FunctionCall fcn.name='der'>
11 <Expression><Term><Factor>
12 <VariableOccurrence definition='V_car_velo'/>
13 </Factor></Term></Expression>
14 </FunctionCall>
15 </Factor>
16 </Term>
17 </Expression>
18 <Expression>
19 <Term>
20 <Factor>
21 <Number value='4'/>
22 </Factor>
23 <Factor mul.op='DIV'>
24 <VariableOccurrence definition='V_car_pi'/>
25 </Factor>
26 <Factor mul.op='MUL'>
27 <FunctionCall fcn.name='arctan'>
28 <Expression><Term><Factor>
29 <VariableOccurrence definition='V_car_accel'/>
30 </Factor></Term></Expression>
31 </FunctionCall>
32 </Factor>
33 </Term>
34 <Term add.op='SUB'>
35 <Factor>
36 <VariableOccurrence definition='V_car_alpha'/>
37 </Factor>
38 <Factor mul.op='MUL'>
39 <FunctionCall fcn.name='pow'>
40 <Expression><Term><Factor>
41 <VariableOccurrence definition='V_car_velo'/>
42 </Factor></Term></Expression>
43 <Expression><Term><Factor>
44 <Number value='2'/>
45 </Factor></Term></Expression>
46 </FunctionCall>
47 </Factor>
48 </Term>
49 </Expression>
50 </BalancedEquation>
51 </Equation>
Figure 3.8.: CapeML representation of the third equation in the car model: $velo =
4/pi*atan(accel) - alpha*velo^2
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1 <Equation>
2 <BalancedEquation myID='Equation_ID' >
3 <Expression>
4 <!- Left-hand side of the equation -->
5 ...
6 </Expression>
7 <Expression>
8 <!- Right-hand side of the equation -->
9 ...
10 </Expression>
11 </BalancedEquation>
12 </Equation>
Figure 3.9.: Equation in CapeML
equation, e.g., containing array variables. Hence, in all cases the underlying equation
type is a balanced equation in which a residual is calculated as the dierence of the
left- and the right-hand side of the equation. Appendix B provides a short assessment
of CapeML. It is not intended to be complete, but provides additional context for some
issues that are relevant to this work.
3.3.3. The model initialization le
A concrete specication dedicated to a particular optimization problem is included in a
model initialization le, which contains a list of all the variables used in the model.
Fig. 3.10 shows a specication of the constant pi. An element Variable contains
the rst initialization, i.e., it species a variable named pi. The fact that it is a con-
stant is denoted by an attribute value view="constant". The contents of an element
<Experiment> specify the initial and result values of the variable, which are in this case
both set to the value of 3:14159. The derivative of the variable with respect to time is
zero.
Fig. 3.11 shows a specication a vector model variable vector. Here, for demonstra-
tion reasons, the variable vector is dened to be a vector of length equal to 3, which is
denoted in the attribute dimension="3". The specication, contained in the view at-
tribute, signies that the vector variable is a model parameter. Each entry of the vector
is described inside of an CapeML element VectorVariable. The attributes myID, name
and index assign the global identier, the name of the variable and the index of the
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1 <SimulationExperiment myID="S-1" modelID="M_car" name="car"
2 no_experiments="1" destination="eso">
3
4 <Variable myID="V_m_pi" name="pi" varID="V_car_pi" view="constant">
5 <Experiment number="1" initial_value="3.14159" result_value="3.14159"
6 deriv_value="0"/>
7 </Variable>
8 ...
9 </SimulationExperiment>
Figure 3.10.: Fragment of a model initialization le which instantiates one scalar variable
of the car model
current vector entry. The element <Experiment> sets the initial, result and derivative
value for each of the VectorVariable items.
The data from the model initialization le overrides the information included in the
CapeML model description. This means that, although a certain variable is dened
as parameter in the model denition, it may become a constant value by a particular
initialization in the model initialization le. The model initialization le is also a proper
place to set the initial values for the simulation, i.e., the initial guess for the model
parameters or the total number of sub-models components in the instance of this model.
Each conguration le includes a variable specications for a SimulationExperiment.
A SimulationExperiment, which is identied by a myID attribute, initializes and spec-
ies a certain experiment. The remaining attributes of the SimulationExperiment
element: modelID and name, specify the underlying model name and its identication.
In this case, the SimulationExperiment myID="S-1" species the variables of the
model name="car". Each variable contains initialization information dened in the
attributes of the CapeML elements:
 initial_value: contains an initial value of the variable,
 result_value: contains a value of the variable at the last time-step of the simu-
lation,
 deriv_value: denes the value of the time derivative of the variable,
 view: contains the specication of the variable.
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1 <SimulationExperiment myID="S-1" modelID="M_mod" name="mod"
2 no_experiments="1" destination="eso">
3
4 <Vector name="vector" dimension="3" view="parameter" varID="V_mod_vector">
5 <VectorVariable myID="V_m_vector[1]" name="vector[1]" index="1">
6 <Experiment number="1" initial_value="2.0" result_value="2.0"
7 deriv_value="0"/>
8 </VectorVariable>
9 <VectorVariable myID="V_m_vector[2]" name="vector[2]" index="2">
10 <Experiment number="1" initial_value="2.0" result_value="2.0"
11 deriv_value="0"/>
12 </VectorVariable>
13 <VectorVariable myID="V_m_vector[3]" name="vector[3]" index="3">
14 <Experiment number="1" initial_value="2.0" result_value="2.0"
15 deriv_value="0"/>
16 </VectorVariable>
17 </Vector>
18 ...
19 </SimulationExperiment>
Figure 3.11.: Fragment of a model initialization le which instantiates all three entries
of a vector variable with 2:0
3.3.4. Simplicity of CapeML
CapeML is a domain-specic language which was designed for describing models in pro-
cess engineering. To that end, scalars and vectors suced as underlying data structures.
In the AD-context, on the other hand, in the rst-order dierentiation case, the deriva-
tive objects require one extra array dimension, compared with the underlying variable,
to store the sensitivity information for this variable, and when generating Hessian code,
two additional dimensions are needed to represent second-order derivatives.
As the focus of this work is on the development of an AD tool for CapeML employing
novel functional programming paradigms, an extension of the CapeML standard was not
pursued. In particular, it would have involved a signicant extension of the CapeML
interpreter developed and maintained at Aachener Verfahrenstechnik { Process Systems
Engineering at RWTH Aachen University. Instead, we opted to address this issue by
mapping higher-dimensional data structures to vectors in ADiCape using known compiler
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techniques. The following two issues needed to be addressed:
1. Mapping of higher-dimensional data structures to vectors
CapeML provides scalars and a vector data structure for model description. Arrays
thus are represented in ADiCape in a vector structure. For example, let us consider
a two-dimensional matrix Real [5][5] matrixA. One of the possible ways to store
the matrix elements in a vector structure is as follows:
a) Denition of a vector vectorA with a length equal to the total number of
elements in the matrix, i.e. with 25 entries:
Real [5][5] matrixA; ---> Real [5*5] vectorA;
b) Adequate index operation to refer to the chosen entry of the matrix, e.g., the
entry [3][4] of matrixA becomes a vector entry vectorA[18]:
matrixA[3][4]=1; ---> vectorA[(4-1)*5+3]=1;
2. Implementation of array operations
As it is geared towards vector operations, CapeML does not support nested loops.
Let us then consider the initialization of a matrix. Recall that matrixA[i][j] is
represented as vectorA[(j-1)*5+i], so the initialization of matrixA to all ones
can be expressed intuitively as:
for i in 1:5 loop
for j in 1:5 loop
vectorA[(i-1)*5+j]=1;
end for;
end for;
We then unroll the inner loop, resulting in
for i in 1:5 loop
vectorA[(i-1)*5+1]=1;
vectorA[(i-1)*5+2]=1;
vectorA[(i-1)*5+3]=1;
vectorA[(i-1)*5+4]=1;
vectorA[(i-1)*5+5]=1;
end for;
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and this description adheres to the CapeML standard. It should also be mentioned
that the exibility of the functional code transformation paradigm could incorporate
extensions of the CapeML standard easily.
3.3.5. Building compound models in CapeML
A model in process engineering may consist only of its own variables and equations,
but may also address variables of other sub-models to dene a relation between them.
The so-called connection equations describe dependencies between some values of the
compound model, for instance, they describe quantitatively a liquid ow between to
model components.
The connection equations and the instances of particular sub-models are dened in a
main model. In a process model, there can be only one main model, which can contain
multiple occurrences of dened sub-models. Both the main model and the sub-model
descriptions are contained in the process model. They are identied by a unique name,
but they do not dier in denition form. It is the information which it contains, namely
the dependencies between other sub-models, that distinguishes the main model from
sub-model descriptions. Therefore, the analysis of the process model requires:
1. identication of the main model,
2. identication of the sub-model names and number of their occurrences used in the
process model, and
3. analysis of each single sub-models for required model information.
Figure 3.12 shows the multiple occurrence of a sub-model in a main model. The
element <SubmodelDefinition> sets a valid identication for a model: myID and name
attribute. The XML attribute xlink:href refers the local name to the existing sub-
model denition. The child element <Distribution> points to a valid index range
to instantiate the sub-model occurrence variable. The index range is dened in the
D_SUBMODEL <Domain> element specifying the lower- and upper-bound for the valid range,
here, 1  4.
The name of the occurrence of a sub-model in the process model is then used to address
the variables of the sub-model, as shown Fig. 3.13. The element <VariableOccurrence>
of the denition of the model variable V_SUB_VECTORVARIABLE contains two CapeML ele-
ments: <ComponentReference> and <ArrayIndex>. The latter, <ArrayIndex>, species
the index entry of the vector variable of the sub-model, i.e., V_SUB_VECTORVARIABLE[3].
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1 <ModelType myID="M_MAINMODEL" name="MAINMODEL">
2
3 <Domain myID="D_SUBMODEL" symbol="d_01" type="DISCRETE" name="V_01">
4 <Expression><Term><Factor>
5 <Number value="1" />
6 </Factor></Term></Expression>
7 <Expression><Term><Factor>
8 <Number value="4" />
9 </Factor></Term></Expression>
10 </Domain>
11
12 <SubmodelDefinition myID="V_SUBMODEL" name="SUBMODEL" xlink:href="M_SUB">
13 <Distribution domain="D_SUBMODEL" />
14 </SubmodelDefinition>
Figure 3.12.: Denition of a sub-model in the main model in CapeML
The element <ComponentReference> contains the reference to the sub-model in which
the variable has been dened. It uses the valid name of the sub-model occurrence,
namely V_SUBMODEL with an index 1.
3.3.6. Jacobian matrix of a compound system
The Jacobian matrix consists of the rst order partial-derivative information of a vector-
valued function with respect to some arguments of the function. For a vector-valued
function
F (x; y) = [f1(x; y); f2(x; y)]
T
the Jacobian J with respect to the input variables x and y is represented by a 2  2
matrix:
J = rF (x; y) =
"
@f1(x;y)
@x
@f1(x;y)
@y
@f2(x;y)
@x
@f2(x;y)
@y
#
2 R22
Each column of the Jacobian matrix represents the dependence of the function with re-
spect to one (scalar) argument. Each row of the matrix represents the partial derivatives
of a scalar output of the function with respect to all its variables.
In the equation-based modeling each row of the Jacobian matrix stores partial deriva-
tives of one model equation with respect to all model parameters. In this approach then,
the equations are independent of each other, and the rows of the Jacobian matrix may be
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1 <VariableOccurrence definition="V_SUB_VECTORVARIABLE">
2 <ComponentReference component="V_SUBMODEL">
3 <ArrayIndex>
4 <Expression><Term><Factor>
5 <Number value="1" />
6 </Factor></Term></Expression>
7 </ArrayIndex>
8 </ComponentReference>
9 <ArrayIndex>
10 <Expression><Term><Factor>
11 <DomainOccurrence domain="3" />
12 </Factor></Term></Expression>
13 </ArrayIndex>
14 </VariableOccurrence>
Figure 3.13.: Addressing a vector variable of a sub-model in a main model
rearranged or calculated in an arbitrary order. A compound sub-model which consists
of its own set of variables and equations builds a structural block of derivative values in
the Jacobian matrix. A Jacobian matrix arising from the model of a distillation column
(see also Sec. 6.2), which is built of a set of sub-models together with its connecting
equations which dene the compound model is exemplarily depicted in Fig. 3.14. The
dots represent a structural non-zero of the Jacobian. The upper part of the matrix
contains the derivatives of the connecting equations. Then the six blocks represent six
occurrences of sub-models.
3.4. CAPE-OPEN compliant model servers
CAPE-OPEN [56] denes rules for writing computer software interfaces. It is mainly
applied in process engineering where it enables a standardized communication between
process simulators and other modeling and optimization products. The process simulator
communicates with the optimization tools via a so-called Equation Set Object (ESO).
ESO is an abstract representation of a set of model equations and is able to deliver infor-
mation about the model at run-time. Thus, CAPE-OPEN compliant software artifacts
can easily be interfaced and exchanged. The CAPE-OPEN Laboratories Network (CO-
LaN)1 is an internationally recognized user-driven organization for testing and managing
1www.colan.org
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Figure 3.14.: Example of the structure of a Jacobian matrix of a compound system:
A distillation column (see also Sec. 6.2)
the CAPE-OPEN standard.
3.4.1. Usage of CAPE-OPEN compliant servers at Aachener
Verfahrenstechnik { Process Systems Engineering at RWTH
Aachen University
A CAPE-OPEN compliant model server supplies the optimization tool, via the ESO,
with the following information:
 list of names and values of the model variables,
 values of the residuals of the model equations,
 sparsity structure of the Jacobian matrix associated with the model, and
 values of the Jacobian matrix.
The interaction between DyOS and gPROMS process model components is briey
sketched in Figure 3.15.
The CapeML model server can substitute for the gPROMS model server. It is con-
nected with the optimization tool using a CORBA architecture, thus allowing the use
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Optimization Process Model
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O
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Interface
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Figure 3.15.: Scheme of the DyOS system with the gPROMS model server
of dierent computer architectures and operation systems for the optimization and sim-
ulation component.
3.4.2. The new CapeML-based model server with ADiCape
The computation of accurate and ecient rst and second order derivatives for the
new model server was in addition to its novelty from a computer science perspective, a
signicant benet of the ADiCape project. ADiCape transforms a given model expressed
in CapeML into equations for derivatives also expressed in CapeML. Thus, the benets
of CapeML are also preserved in the augmented version of the process model. The new
model server oers a wider exibility then the gPROMS solution as it can also compute
second-order derivatives.
Figure 3.16.: Integration of ADiCape into the DyOS system.
As before, the communication between DyOS and the model server is realized via an
ESO (cf. Fig. 3.16). Note that, theoretically, the CapeML models could be generated
from other equation-based modeling languages, if adequate translators were available.
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A new XML ESO class acts as a relay by sending the DyOS request to the appropriate
ESO depending on what kind of information is needed:
 The residuals of the model equations can be calculated by the ESO from the
original CapeML code.
 The computation of the Jacobian and Hessian of the equation system and also the
directional derivatives can only be performed by the ESO created from dierenti-
ated CapeML code.
3.4.3. Interpretation of CapeML
Figure 3.17 depicts the transformation possibilities between the CapeML model and the
executable ESO.
Figure 3.17.: Declarative and executable model representations.
The declarative model description in CapeML needs to be transformed to an executable
model in a form of an ESO in a process called generation. An XML parser Expat2 [57]
analyzes the CapeML document and provides an interface to the C++ language. The
executable ESO representation of the model can be then used by the DyOS optimization
system. A declarative representation of the model can also be extracted from the ESO
representation, for example for testing or for further re-use in other applications. The
generator of C++ Code from a CapeML model [76] has also been developed at Aachener
Verfahrenstechnik { Process Systems Engineering at RWTH Aachen University.
In the context of processing ADiCape-generated models, the time of generation of
C++ code from the CapeML representation and subsequent compilation to obtain an
executable ESO adds to the time needed by ADiCape to dierentiate the equations.
The overall performance of the dierentiated code is therefore also dependent on the
performance of the C++ code generator and C++ code compilation. However, the issue
of extending the capabilities of the CapeML to ESO code generator was outside of the
scope of this work.
2Expat is a library, written in C, for parsing XML documents: http://www.jclark.com/xml/expat.html
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In this section, we describe how ADiCape performs the source transformation on CapeML
model descriptions to gain accurate rst and second order derivative information of the
model predictions with respect to model input variables.
ADiCape applied to a given CapeML model generates an augmented version of the
CapeML code, which, besides the original statements, is additionally able to calculate
the rst and second order derivatives of the model equation with respect to model input
variables. ADiCape is capable of generating derivative codes for complex, compound-
built models represented in CapeML.
For a model which implements a function F : Rn ! Rm, which calculates m output
variables using n input variables, ADiCape can generate derivative equations for the
following computations:
 Calculation of the full Jacobian matrix J 2 Rmn in the forward mode of AD:
The full Jacobian matrix consists of m gradients of a length n for each of the m
model equations. Sparsity of the Jacobian matrix can be exploited to calculate
the full Jacobian matrix in a compressed form (cf. Sec. 2.2)
 Calculation of the full Jacobian matrix J 2 Rmn in the reverse mode of AD:
The Jacobian is calculated by an adjoint code, which also exploits the sparsity of
the Jacobian matrix.
 Product of the Jacobian and a seed matrix S 2 Rnq of the form J  S 2 Rmq in
the forward mode of AD:
The calculated matrix consists of m vectors of length q. The matrix is calculated
without calculation of the full Jacobian matrix beforehand.
 Calculation of the Hessian H 2 Rmnn of the system in the forward mode of AD:
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The full Hessian of the whole system is calculated as m independent Hessians
Hi 2 Rnn, one for each model equation i = 1 : : :m.
 Symmetric projection ST  H  S of the Hessian H 2 Rmqq with a seed matrix
S 2 Rnq in forward mode of AD:
The projections are calculated as m independent Hessian matrices of the form
ST Hi  S 2 Rqq for each model equation i = 1 : : :m.
In the sequel, we will describe the algorithmic and software approaches that were de-
veloped to provide this functionality in a suitable fashion. To this end, we rst describe
the requirements that ADiCape needs to satisfy, as well as the novel AD design approach
pursued in ADiCape. We then describe the implementation of the forward mode in prin-
ciple and illustrate it on the automotive example, illustrate automatic sparsity detection,
and describe an approach for applying the reverse model to the model equations.
4.1. Requirements and Design Principles of ADiCape
ADiCape is supposed to support general CapeML models. This implies the following
requirements and design idea for ADiCape tool.
4.1.1. Requirements for ADiCape
1. Production of re-usable CapeML code.
The code generated by ADiCape should comply to the current CapeML language
denition.
2. Conformity to the interfaces of the existing CapeML model server.
As already discussed in Sec. 3.3.4, an extension of CapeML is outside the scope
of this work, so the dierentiated model must conform to the interfaces of the
CapeML model server.
3. Platform independence of ADiCape.
This property is very important for the DyOS system. Recall from Sec. 3.4, that
the system components, which are connected via a CORBA interface, can be dis-
tributed on various computer architectures. The model server, and in particular
the derivative generator ADiCape, must also be available on a variety of platforms.
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4. Equation-based derivative descriptions.
The equation-based approach is important for the re-usability of models. Equa-
tions are more general and exible than assignment statements: Depending on the
specication of the variables in the model, the equations can be reformulated to
calculate the value of a currently unknown variable. The same property must be
preserved in dierentiated models. The derivative equations describe the depen-
dencies between the sensitivity of the model variables.
5. Exploitation of model structure.
Models may often contain a large number of variables, which in a current cong-
uration may be declared as constants or as model parameters. The dierentiation
rules applied to unspecied models do not generate the most ecient code for
specic conguration. Therefore, two possibilities should be given in ADiCape:
a) generation of a pre-specied version, where beside state variables and con-
trol parameters, some of the variables are marked as system parameters and
constants, and
b) generation of a universally applicable model, to which an arbitrary specica-
tion can be added.
In the second case (5b), all variables should be treated as non-constant values which
may be declared as parameters for optimization. This means that the sensitivity of
each model variable is presumed to be nonzero. In contrast, in the rst case (5a),
if information about the variables in the model is known beforehand, no derivative
objects should be generated for constants.
6. Production of ecient code.
The derivative evaluation needs to be ecient, as it has a profound impact on
overall runtime.
4.1.2. Extent of an application of the dierentiated model
ADiCape must identify three kinds of variables which occur in the model: state variables,
control parameters, and constants, and treat them in a dierent fashion during the
dierentiation process. As constants do not depend on any other variable of the model,
in a pre-specied model, they should not have an associated derivative object. Note,
that in a universally applicable model, a state or control variable can be set constant for
a current application, or vice versa. Therefore, the design of ADiCape should support in
two kinds of dierentiated models:
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a) Pre-specied dierentiated model
Specications of model variables, provided in the model initialization le, cus-
tomize the model variables, so that the model can only be applied to one specic
kind of an application. For example the model initialization le in Fig. 3.11 spec-
ies the vector variable vector as a model parameter, and Fig. 3.10 the variable
pi as a constant (the attribute view="constant").
Since the variable pi is constant, i.e., its value is not inuenced by any other
variable, its derivative equals zero. Therefore, ADiCape does not analyze the de-
pendencies concerning this variable. The pre-specied code contains only essential
statements for the derivative computation for a particular application, therefore
the pre-specied codes (original as well dierentiated), are more ecient, than the
universally applicable case.
b) Universally applicable dierentiated model.
In scope of ADiCape project, without model initialization le specication, all
variables in the CapeMLmodel are treated as potential model parameters. Thus, all
variables may inuence other model variables and potentially may also depend on
other model parameters. Whether it is sensible, depends on the particular context,
but in a situation where dierent aspects of the same model are considered in turn,
this exibility has been used advantageously [48]. Such a version of a dierentiated
model can be used in all possible applications of the model. The generality of use
is oset by the weaker performance of the dierentiated code. Arbitrary variable
specications can be added afterwards, but the resulting structure of the problem
will not be exploited in the ADiCape-generated code.
4.1.3. Preprocessing step for the dierentiation
To make the dierentiation process possible on CapeML, a preprocessing step must
be employed to adapt the used data structures for the dierentiation process. The
preprocessing step consists of two stages:
a) Identication of the main model.
The main model establishes the dependencies between the variables of all involved
sub-models of the compound model. The analysis of these dependencies builds-up
the block-sparsity structure of the whole compound model (cf. 4.3). All equations
of each sub-model are analyzed. An occurrence of a variable in an equation cre-
ates a structural non-zero in the Jacobian row corresponding to that equation.
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This sparsity analysis is therefore only based on the information available in the
equation-based description of the compound model, without any other specica-
tion of the equation variables. This approach assumes, that each of the equation
variables may have an impact of the output of a sub-model and therefore also on
the compound model. The sparsity of the compound model is then exploited to
compute derivatives of the model in an ecient way.
b) Application of code optimization techniques.
The code optimization applied to the model description is based on information
stored in the model initialization le. Some code optimization techniques con-
cern constants of the model, others deal with the model equations. The use of
the code optimization techniques is described in Sec. 5. For instance, all constant
values are eliminated from the model denition by replacing the variable name
with its constant value in a step called constant propagation. Vector equations of
the model are written in a scalar form before the AD transformation in ADiCape.
Because of the simplicity of CapeML language, these optimization techniques are,
in many cases, essential for the feasibility of the AD transformation. A so-called
zero-order dierentiation denotes preprocessing by ADiCape, but before the dier-
entiation rules have been applied. The zero-order code calculates the same values
as the original code, but because of the applied code optimization techniques, its
performance to evaluate the values may dier.
4.1.4. Dierentiation process
The dierentiation of CapeML models is divided into the two following steps:
a) Extension of the variable set to store derivative information.
AD requires, for each variable x, that a storage location is provided for the as-
sociated derivatives. This association has to ensure that whenever x is changed,
its derivative value also can be accessed and changed. In ADiCape, the derivative
objects are associated by name to the model variables, for example, we associate
a sensitivity variable g_x (in forward mode of AD) or an adjoint variable a_x (in
reverse mode of AD) to a model variable x. Other possibilities for the derivative
object associations are described e.g., in [12]. In ADiCape, the derivative objects
store the sensitivity information in either scalar or vectorized form. This implies
that at most one indexing variable is needed to iterate through all of the sensitivity
values stored in the derivative object.
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b) Application of dierentiation rules to the model equations.
Automatic dierentiation is applied to the CapeML code in a selected mode of
dierentiation. The dierentiation in forward mode supports rst and second order
derivative computation. In reverse mode, an equation is generated for each non-
zero entry of the Jacobian matrix. Currently, the reverse mode implementation
supports only rst order derivative computation. ADiCape analyses and transforms
each model equation and generates again only equations, so that the equation-
based modeling approach is preserved.
The dierentiated CapeML model possesses the same structure and properties as the
original model. It consists of the extended set of model variables, i.e., original model
variables and derivative objects, and the equations which contain derivative information.
Therefore, the transformed code can just as the original model be evaluated by the DyOS
model server. The CapeML-based model server creates separate ESO for the original and
for the augmented model. The ESO of the original model is able to evaluate the residuals
of the model equations, whereas the ESO of an augmented model evaluates the rst or
second order derivatives of the model equations. All ESOs can answer requests from
DyOS, returning either the values of residuals of the original mode, or the derivative
matrix in a desired form, e.g, Jacobian-vector products, or a symmetric projection of
the Hessian matrix.
4.1.5. Implementation of ADiCape in XSLT
The ADiCape dierentiation rules are implemented using the XSLT language, which is
dedicated for transformation of XML-based documents. For a short introduction to XSLT
please refer to the Appendix A.2.
original code
CapeML
ADiCape
XSLT Processor CapeMLwith derivatives
XSLT style−sheet
Figure 4.1.: Processing of CapeML code with XSLT
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An XSLT processor (Fig. 4.1) which acts as a transformation engine, needs at least
two documents as inputs:
 the XSLT style-sheet containing the transformation rules, and
 the XML le, which is to be transformed.
The ADiCape software package consists of a number of XSLT style-sheets for trans-
forming CapeML documents. To control the transformation process in ADiCape global
style-sheet parameters are dened in an ADiCape control le. These global parameters
store the following information:
 the order of dierentiation (rst- or second-order),
 the mode of operation (forward or reverse mode of AD),
 the model initialization le with the specication of the process model variables.
These parameters can be set when calling ADiCape by an XSLT processor, by specifying
the parameter name{ value pairs. The CapeML-based model server calls ADiCape with
additional specication of the parameters for the current problem. According to the
values of these parameters ADiCape performs the code augmentation of the considered
model.
4.2. Forward mode of AD
4.2.1. Generation of derivative objects
The generation of derivative objects depends on the data structure initially used for the
underlying variable. Therefore, dierent strategies are employed for the generation of
derivative objects for scalar variables and for vector variables.
The gradient information of a scalar-valued model variable is intuitively stored in an
associated vector variable, i.e., in a derivative object of a length q, where q denotes
the number of model parameters. For instance, a derivative object g_velo, associated
with a scalar variable velo, stores the dependencies with respect to q model parameters
p = [p1; : : : ; pq]:
g velo =

@velo
@p1
; : : : ;
@velo
@pq

2 Rq:
In an analogous fashion, the gradient values of a vector model variable vector of
length 3 are intuitively stored in a two-dimensional matrix g_vector:
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g vector =
264
@vector[1]
@p1
: : : @vector[1]
@pq
@vector[2]
@p1
: : : @vector[2]
@pq
@vector[3]
@p1
: : : @vector[3]
@pq
375 2 R3q:
Denitions of the model gradient derivative objects are created by calling the template
<xsl:template name="VariableDefinition"> shown in Fig. 4.2. The transformation
of the template is controlled by a number of parameters:
 model_name - name of the associated model,
 deriv_order - order of dierentiation,
 var_name - name of the model variable,
 specification - role of the variable in the model, and
 dist_name - in the case of vector variables, this parameter holds the name of the
domain attribute of the related Distribution.
In line 7, the template denes a XSLT variable which, depending on deriv_order, gen-
erates a prex g_ or h_ for rst and second order dierentiation, respectively. In line 9,
the new CapeML element is created, i.e., <VariableDefinition> with three attributes:
myID (line 10), name (line 12) and specification (line 13). The myID is constructed
from the name of the model, the prex and the name of the associated variable. The
specication is passed through the XSLT parameter and its value is set to the speci-
cation of the original model variable. If the template parameter Distribution_name is
not empty, meaning that the variable was a vector variable, then the CapeML element
<Distribution> is generated with an attribute domain (lines 14{18).
Augmentation of scalar variables
Creating a derivative object for a scalar variable is rather intuitive. In the case of scalar
variables, the derivative objects store sensitivity information of a single scalar variable
with respect to model parameters. Therefore, the vector derivative object can be used
to extend the original variable.
The following two steps are performed to generate such a derivative object.
1. ADiCape adds new CapeML variables to the model description. The new variables
named g_dim, and in the second order dierentiation also h_dim, store the length
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
1 <xsl:template name="VariableDenition">
2 <xs l :param name="model_name"/>
3 <xs l :param name="deriv_order"/>
4 <xs l :param name="var_name"/>
5 <xs l :param name="specification"/>
6 <xs l :param name="Distribution_name"/>
7 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="prefix" value=my:pre f ix ($d e r i v o rd e r )/>
8 . . .
9 <x s l : e l emen t name="VariableDefinition">
10 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="myID"
11 s e l e c t="concat('V_',$model,'_',$prefix,$var_name)"/>
12 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="name" s e l e c t="concat($prefix,$var_name)"/>
13 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="specification" s e l e c t="$specification"/>
14 < x s l : i f t e s t="$Distribution_name">
15 <x s l : e l emen t name="Distribution">
16 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="domain" s e l e c t="$Distribution_name"/>
17 </ x s l : e l emen t>
18 </ x s l : i f>
19 </ x s l : e l emen t>
20 . . .
21 <xsl:template> 
Figure 4.2.: ADiCape template to create a new model variable
of the rst- and second-order derivative objects, respectively. These variables are
generated by calling the template name="VariableDefinition" (cf. Fig. 4.2) with
following parameters:
1 <xsl:call-template name="VariableDenition">
2 <xs l :w i th param name="name" s e l e c t="'dim'"/>
3 <xs l :w i th param name="deriv_order" s e l e c t="$deriv_order"/>
4 <xs l :w i th param name="model" s e l e c t="name"/>
5 <xs l :w i th param name="specification" s e l e c t="$spec"/>
6 </xsl:call-template> 
The symbol $ denotes the value of the parameter. The values of the four parameters
are passed to the <xsl:template name="VariableDefinition">, which creates
a unique identication name for the new variable by combining the model_name
and the variable name. As result of this generation, two scalar CapeML variables
are created:
 <VariableDefinition myID='V_car_g_dim' name='g_dim'... />, and
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 <VariableDefinition myID='V_car_h_dim' name='h_dim'... />
for the rst- and second-order derivative objects, respectively.
2. Two adequate Domain elements are generated to store the range of indices for all
derivative objects of rst and second order, respectively.
 <Domain myID='D_car_g_i'.../> stores indices from 1 to V_car_g_dim,
 <Domain myID='D_car_h_i'.../> stores indices from 1 to V_car_h_dim.
3. Finally, new derivative objects are created, by calling the template from Fig. 4.2
with the following parameters:
1 <xsl:call-template name="VariableDenition">
2 <xs l :w i th param name="name" s e l e c t="$name"/>
3 <xs l :w i th param name="deriv_order" s e l e c t="$deriv_order"/>
4 <xs l :w i th param name="model" s e l e c t="$model"/>
5 <xs l :w i th param name="specification" s e l e c t="$spec"/>
6 <xs l :w i th param name="Distribution_name"
7 concat ('D_' ,$model , '_' , my :pre f ix ($d e r i v o rd e r ) , 'i' )/>
8 </xsl:call-template> 
The Distribution_name parameter contains a string, which is built up from the
name of the model, the prex of the dierentiation, and the iteration identier i,
e.g., D_car_g_i.
In practice, the derivative object for the scalar variable V_car_dist in the rst or-
der dierentiation is a vector V_car_g_dist of a length V_car_g_dim, as depicted
in Fig. 4.3
Hence, the derivative object for a scalar model variable is created based on the vari-
able name by creating a <Domain> element, which adds an extra dimension to the
variable data structure. In practice, a child element <Distribution> is added to the
<VariableDefinition> element. According to the CapeML language specication there
can be only one <Distribution> element. Adding a second <Distribution> element
to the variable denition in order to dene an array with more than one dimension is
not possible. Therefore, adding derivative information to a vector variable must be dealt
with in a dierent way.
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1 <!-- original variable -->
2 <VariableDefinition myID="V_car_dist" specification="STATE"/>
3 <!-- associated derivative object -->
4 <Domain myID="D_car_g_i" symbol="d_1" type="DISCRETE" name="V_0">
5 <Expression>
6 <Term>
7 <Factor>
8 <Number value="1"/>
9 </Factor>
10 </Term>
11 </Expression>
12 <Expression>
13 <Term>
14 <Factor>
15 <VariableOccurrence definition="V_car_g_dim"/>
16 </Factor>
17 </Term>
18 </Expression>
19 </Domain>
20 <VariableDefinition myID="V_car_g_dist" specification="STATE">
21 <Distribution domain="D_car_g_i"/>
22 </VariableDefinition>
Figure 4.3.: Result of applying ADiCape on a model variable to create new derivative
object
Augmentation of vector variables
Recall from Sec. 3.3.4 that a vector is the most complex data structure that can be
used in CapeML. This implies that the derivative objects of vector variables cannot be
generated in a fashion analogous to scalars. Let us consider the model vector variable
vector 2 R3. The derivative object g_vector conceptually becomes a matrix g_vector
2 R3q, where the second dimension q allows for storing the sensitivities of each vector
entry vector[i] with respect to q model parameters:
@vector[i]
@qj
= g vector[i][j] for i = 1 : : : 3 and j = 1 : : : q:
Having only one index to refer to the derivative object g_vector, the following two
possibilities are given to locate the entry [i][j].
1. Store the derivative object in a vector representation g_vector 2 R3q:
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Even though this seems to be a exible solution, it requires index arithmetic on
a matrix whose dimensions. Recall from Sec. 3.1.2, that the number of time-
discretized model parameters, therefore it may change during the solution of the
optimization problem, so the overall size of the derivative object g_vector changes.
The sensitivity of the i-th entry of vector with respect to the j-th parameter is
accessed using index arithmetic g_vector[i  q + j].
2. Create 3 vector variables: g_vector__i[j] 2 Rq; for i = 1 : : : 3:
One vector variable is associated with each scalar entry of the original variable
vector[i], for i = 1 : : : 3. For instance, a new vector variable g_vector__3 stores
sensitivities of the third entry vector[3] of the model variable with respect to all
j degrees of freedom.
Because of pretty slow evaluation of index arithmetics by the CapeML model server
and considering the necessary code optimizations (elimination of constants from the
model), the second possibility has been chosen when creating derivative objects in AD-
iCape. However, this ADiCape implementation can easily be adapted to handle multi-
dimensional variables because both matrix dimensions are already given in an explicit
form.
So, consequently, 3 derivative objects are associated with one model vector variable
vector, one object for each vector entry. This operation is performed in ADiCape as
follows. During the preprocessing step of the transformation, all entries of a vector
variable vector become scalar variables. These are, in turn, augmented with a vector
dimension which stores the sensitivity information. This process, called scalarication,
is described in Sec. 5 in detail.
For each derivative object associated with a scalar parameter or a vector entry a new
variable is constructed by generating of a CapeML element of the form:
1 <VariableDefinition name=" " myiD=" " specification=" ">
2 <Distribution domain=" "/>
3 </VariableDefinition>
where:
 The name attribute of the new variable element is generated as a result of a con-
catenation of a variable prex, the name of the vector variable and the index of
the original vector entry. For instance the derivative objects of the second vector
entry are named: g_vector__2 and h_vector__2 in the rst- and the second-order
dierentiation case, respectively.
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 A global identier myID is created by adding the name of the model to the variable
name yielding V_car_g_vector__2 and V_car_h_vector__2, respectively.
 The specification attribute is copied from the original variable.
 A <Distribution> child element of <VariableDefinition> is written to desig-
nate the vector character of the derivative object. The <Distribution> refer to a
globally dened <Domain> element using the value of its domain attribute.
In this implementation design, all derivative objects have the same dimension and
therefore can use one, globally dened, Domain element to index the elements in the
extended data structure.
4.2.2. Dierentiation of model equations
Recall that the equations of the model describe the dependencies between the variables
in the model, but do not prescribe an algorithm to compute the values. In a particular
application, each equation can be reformulated so that the unknown variables can be
calculated based on the values of the known variables. This feature of the equation-based
approach must not be destroyed in the dierentiation process.
Canonicalization in ADiCape
In general, before the dierentiation process starts, complex mathematical expressions
are decomposed into unary and binary operations, which are assigned to temporary vari-
ables (Sec. 2). This procedure generates an algorithm to calculate the result values using
temporary expressions. Note, that assignment statements in the model contradict the
equation-based approach used in CapeML. Therefore, instead of splitting the expressions
into an algorithmic form, ADiCape applies a rewriting-in-place paradigm. Parts of the
complex expressions are dealt with separately, and after the ADiCape transformation,
put back in the place they came from. There is no algorithmic order of transformation,
therefore, the parts of the complex expressions can be transformed independently of each
other. Note, that no temporary variables are created in the model.
The nal document contains the original equations and, according to the require-
ments for ADiCape, only one dierentiated equation for each equation from the original
model. The so-called canonicalization process in ADiCape assigns simplied CapeML
sub-expressions to temporary XSLT variables in the following fashion:
1. First, the complex expression is analyzed for additive operations: plus and minus.
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2. Then, each of the additive components is analyzed for multiplicative operations:
multiplication and division.
3. ADiCape employs a so-called head recursion to split the multiplicative operations,
i.e., the complex expression is always split on the last operation. As an example,
a sub-expression containing a multiplication of three factors f1, f2 and f3, i.e.,
f1  f2  f3;
is split to create two sub-expressions f1 f2 and f3, to which ADiCape templates are
applied. And then, the factors in the rst sub-expressions are split to transform
f1 and f2.
4.2.3. An example for the dierentiation process in forward mode
To demonstrate ADiCape's mechanisms of applying the dierentiation rules, the third
model equation of example from Sec. 3.2.1
der(velo) = 4/pi*arctan(accel)-alpha* pow(velo,2)
is used, whose CapeML representation has already been shown in Fig. 3.8. A tree
representation of this equation is shown in Fig. 4.4.
Figure 4.4.: Third equation of the car model in CapeML format
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The equation in Fig. 4.4, here in particular a BalancedEquation, consists of two
top level Expression elements, one for the left- and one for the right-hand side of the
equation. The element BalancedEquation designates the equality operator between the
expressions
 der(velo): on the left-, and
 4/pi*arctan(accel)-alpha*pow(velo,2): on the right-hand side.
These expressions are given in the rst and second position in the CapeML-tree.
The XSLT language refers to them as: Expression[1] and Expression[2]. The left-
hand side consists of only one expression containing a function call with one argu-
ment. In CapeML, this expression is contained in the nested <Factor>, <Term> and
<Expression> elements. The call of a internal function der is represented by the state-
ment <FunctionCall fcn.name2="der">. The argument of the function, a variable
velo, is contained in the nested <Expression>, <Term> and <Factor> elements. The
variable is stored in <VariableOccurrence name="velo">. The expression on the right-
hand side calculates a dierence between two <Term> elements. Each of them contains
more sub-trees, which are illustrated in Fig. 4.4.
Figure 4.5 depicts ADiCape templates which are applied on the various CapeML ele-
ments, and they are described in detail in the sequel of this section. The transformations
in ADiCape are applied to each element of the CapeML document, starting from a root
element and then visiting all the children elements in the hierarchy.
xsl:template match="Equation"
The template <xsl:template match="Equation"> picks one equation at the time from
the CapeML tree and initiates the dierentiation process. Figure 4.6 shows the essence
of the <xsl:template match="Equation"> template. In line 3, it generates a new
Equation element and then, in line 4, a <BalancedEquation> element is generated.
After assigning a global identication name in the attribute myID (in line 5), ADiCape
calls the template <xsl:template name="Expression"> for both child <Expression>
elements on the right - (lines 7{11) and the left-hand side (lines 12{16). The contents
of the <Expression> elements are passed to the subsequent template in the template
parameter terms. The second template parameter contains the order of dierentiation
deriv_order which is applied. This parameter is used in most templates and contains
the value signifying the order of dierentiation for the current expression, hence, it is
not explained any more in the sequel.
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Figure 4.5.: Choice of templates which are applied on CapeML elements
xsl:template name="Expression"
The template <xsl:template name="Expression">, depicted in Fig. 4.7, handles chil-
dren elements of an <Expression> element in the CapeML document. The CapeML
sub-tree is passed to this template through the parameter named terms. In line 5,
the template creates a CapeML element <Expression> and calls an XSLT directive
<xsl:apply-templates>. The XSLT engine searches for the most suitable template
for the transformation of the contents of the parameter terms. The template with the
highest priority is taken, as described in Appendix A. Afterwards, the chosen template
is applied on the contents of the variable $terms/*, i.e., on the CapeML sub-tree stored
in the XSLT variable terms.
xsl:template match="Term"
The template <xsl:template match="Term">matches all <Term> elements in the CapeML
document. In our example in Fig. 4.4 this template is applied to the <Term> element
in the <Expression> on the left-hand side, and to the two <Term> elements in the
<Expression> on the right-hand side.
The template rules are depicted in Fig. 4.8. The template writes out a CapeML element
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
1 <xsl:template match="Equation">
2 . . .
3 <x s l : e l emen t name="Equation">
4 <x s l : e l emen t name="BalancedEquation">
5 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="myID"
6 value="concat(my:prefix($deriv_order),$eq_ident_number)"/>
7 <xsl:call-template name="Expression">
8 <xs l :w i th param name="terms" s e l e c t="Expression[1]"/>
9 <xs l :w i th param name="deriv_order" s e l e c t="$deriv_order"/>
10 . . .
11 </xsl:call-template>
12 <xsl:call-template name="Expression">
13 <xs l :w i th param name="terms" s e l e c t="Expression[2]"/>
14 <xs l :w i th param name="deriv_order" s e l e c t="$deriv_order"/>
15 . . .
16 </xsl:call-template>
17 </ x s l : e l emen t>
18 <x s l : e l emen t>
19 </xsl:template> 
Figure 4.6.: Template which starts the dierentiation process for each equation of the
model.

1 <xsl:template name="Expression">
2 <xs l :param name="terms"/>
3 <xs l :param name="deriv_order"/>
4 . . .
5 <x s l : e l emen t name="Expression">
6 <xsl:apply-templates select="$terms/*">
7 <xs l :w i th param name="deriv_order" s e l e c t="$deriv_order"/>
8 . . .
9 </xsl:apply-templates>
10 </ x s l : e l emen t>
11 . . .
12 </xsl:template> 
Figure 4.7.: Template transforming an Expression element
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
1 <xsl:template match="Term">
2 <xs l :param name="nodes"/>
3 <xs l :param name="deriv_order"/>
4 . . .
5 <x s l : e l emen t name="Term">
6 <xsl:call-template name="chain rule">
7 <xs l :w i th param name="number_of_factors" s e l e c t="count(Factor)"/>
8 <xs l :w i th param name="nodes" s e l e c t="*"/>
9 <xs l :w i th param name="deriv_order" s e l e c t="$deriv_order"/>
10 </xsl:call-template>
11 </ x s l : e l emen t>
12 . . .
13 </xsl:template> 
Figure 4.8.: Template transforming a Term element
<Term> (line 5) and afterwards the XSLT template <xsl:template name="chain_rule">
(line 6{10) is called, which implements the chain rule of dierentiation. The parameters
of the template denote:
 number_of_factors: the number of direct child elements of the current <Term>
element, i.e., the number of <Factor> elements
 nodes: the CapeML sub-tree of the <Term> element.
xsl:template name="chain rule"
This template implements the chain rule of dierentiation for the forward mode of AD.
The template is called from the <xsl:template name="Term"> template with three
parameters: $number_of_factors denoting the number of <Factor> elements in the
sub-tree of the parent element <Term>, nodes containing the elements in the sub-tree.
Figure 4.9 shows a fragment of the <xsl:template name="chain_rule"> template
rules. This template distinguishes between cases with single and multiple <Factor> ele-
ments in the template parameter nodes. In particular, depending on the value of param-
eter number_of_factors, the transformations which are then performed by the template
<xsl:template name="chain_rule"> can be classied into the following cases:
 number_of_factors = 1: (line 6{9)
In this case, the template executes the XSLT instruction <xsl:apply-templates>,
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
1 <xsl:template name="chain rule">
2 <xs l :param name="number_of_factors"/>
3 <xs l :param name="nodes"/>
4 <xs l :param name="deriv_order"/>
5 . . . < !   only one f a c t o r   > . . .
6 <xsl:apply-templates select="$nodes[$number of factors]">
7 <xs l :w i th param name="deriv_order" s e l e c t="$deriv_order"/>
8 </xsl:apply-templates>
9 . . . < !   more than one f a c t o r / mu l t i p l i c a t i o n   > . . .
10 <x s l : e l emen t name="Term">
11 <x s l : e l emen t name="Factor">
12 <xsl:call-template name="chain rule">
13 <xs l :w i th param name="number_of_factors"
14 s e l e c t="$number_of_factors -1"/>
15 <xs l :w i th param name="nodes"
16 s e l e c t="$nodes[position()&lt;$number\_of\_factors]"/>
17 <xs l :w i th param name="deriv_order" s e l e c t="$deriv_order"/>
18 </xsl:call-template>
19 </ x s l : e l emen t>
20 <x s l : e l emen t name="Factor">
21 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="mul.op" s e l e c t="MUL"/>
22 <xsl:apply-templates select="$nodes[$number of factors]/*"
23 mode="copy"/>
24 </ x s l : e l emen t>
25 </ x s l : e l emen t>
26 <x s l : e l emen t name="Term">
27 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="add.op" s e l e c t="ADD"/>
28 <x s l : e l emen t name="Factor">
29 <xsl:apply-templates select="$nodes[position() &lt;$number of factors]"
30 mode="copy"/>
31 </ x s l : e l emen t>
32 <x s l : e l emen t name="Factor">
33 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="mul.op" s e l e c t="MUL"/>
34 <xsl:apply-templates select="$nodes[$number of factors]/*">
35 <xs l :w i th param name="deriv_order" s e l e c t="$deriv_order"/>
36 </xsl:apply-templates>
37 </ x s l : e l emen t>
38 </ x s l : e l emen t>
39 </xsl:template> 
Figure 4.9.: Template implementing the chain rule of dierentiation
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denoting that the XSLT processor picks up the most appropriate ADiCape tem-
plate. This one is applied on the last element of the $nodes variable, i.e., the one
whose position in the sub-tree is equal to the value of $number_of_factors, i.e.,
equal to one. As a result, templates for transforming CapeML elements such as
<VariableOccurence>, <FunctionCall>, or <Number> are called.
 number_of_factors > 1: (line 11{37)
Here, the template <xsl:template name="chain_rule"> is recursively called.
The variable $nodes contains <Factor> elements which are connected by a math-
ematical operation. Due to the CapeML language specication, the rst <Factor>
in the sub-tree does not contain any operation attribute, so in order to imple-
ment the chain-rule, a so-called head recursion (cf. (Sec. 4.2.2) is used to process
the compound expressions. The set of <Factor> elements is divided into two
groups of <Factor> elements: The rst group contains elements stored in the
$nodes variable, whose position in the sub-tree is smaller (&lt;) than the value
of $number_of_factors, i.e., all except the last one. The second group contains
the last <Factor> element of the $nodes sub-tree.
The application of the chain-rule on the <Factor> elements in Fig. 4.5, i.e., on the
$nodes = F1  F2  F3
is performed as described in the following (head recursion).
 Here, $number_of_factors equals 3, therefore the head recursion R is initiated.
The rst two <Factor> elements build up the head group H = [F1  F2], and the
third <Factor> element F3, builds up the tail element.
The head recursion applied to $nodes implements:
R($nodes) = R([H  F3]);
where  denotes the operation between the <Factor> elements H and the tail
<Factor> element F3. CapeML stores this operation in the <Factor> element F3.
The rst element of $nodes does not contain any operation information.
 ADiCape applies the dierentiation rules during these recursive calls of the tem-
plate. In this example, for the multiplication, the following operation is performed
to generate the dierentiated code. Let ()0 denote the dierentiation operator,
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then the dierentiation chain-rule implements:
($nodes)0 = ([H  F3])0 = (H)0  F3 +H  (F3)0:
Please note, that in Fig. 4.9 the parts of the expression can be found in:
{ H in lines 29{31,
{ H 0 in lines 12{19,
{ F3 in lines 22{23, and
{ F30 in lines 34{36.
The parts of the expressions which do not change, i.e., H and F3, are only copied
from the source to the result document. This is done by using ADiCape templates
marked with an attribute mode="copy" (line 23 and 30).
 In the next iteration, the H group is divided and the chain-rule is applied on the
two <Factor> elements F1 and F2 :
(H)0 = ([F1  F2])0 = (F1)0  F2 + F1  (F2)0:
 Additionally, though not shown in the gure, ADiCape checks, if (F1)0, (F2)0 or
(F3)0 is zero. In this case, the corresponding parts of the sum are not generated.
xsl:template match="Factor"
Figure 4.10 shows an excerpt from the template <xsl:template match="Factor">. In
general, the template consists of a set of cases which query the child elements of the
<Factor> element. Here, a case query for an element <VariableOccurrence> is de-
picted. In line 5, the template <xsl:template name="VariableOccurrence"> is called
with the following parameters:
 const_prop contains information needed to apply constant propagation (Sec. 5.3),
 ArrayIndex contains the current index of the variable, and
 CompRef denotes the sub-model in which the variable has been originally dened.
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
1 <xsl:template match="Factor">
2 . . .
3 <x s l : c h o o s e>
4 <xs l :when t e s t="VariableOccurrence">
5 <xsl:call-template name="VariableOccurrence">
6 <xs l :w i th param name="deriv_order" s e l e c t="$deriv_order"/>
7 <xs l :w i th param name="const_prop" s e l e c t="$const_prop"/>
8 <xs l :w i th param name="var_name" s e l e c t="$var_name"/>
9 <xs l :w i th param name="ArrayIndex" s e l e c t="$ArrayIndex"/>
10 <xs l :w i th param name="CompRef" s e l e c t="$CompRef"/>
11 . . .
12 <xsl:call-template>
13 </ xs l :when>
14 . . .
15 </ x s l : c h o o s e>
16 </xsl:template> 
Figure 4.10.: Excerpt from the ADiCape template which transforms the Factor elements
xsl:template name="VariableOccurrence"
A fragment of the <xsl:template name="VariableOccurrence"> is shown in Fig. 4.11,
where the variable is assumed to be scalar and non-constant. A <VariableOccurrence>
element is generated with an attribute definition (line 9{13) which species the vari-
able name. The variable name is composed of the values of the parameters in an XSLT
function my:new_varname (line 11) using the following parameters:
 the original variable name var_name,
 the prex related to the dierentiation order deriv_order, and
 a vector index ArrayIndex.
Altogether, applying ADiCape templates to the model equation in Fig. 3.8 for rst
order dierentiation in the forward mode of AD leads to the output shown in Fig. 4.12
which corresponds to the equation:
der(g_velo)=4/pi*(1/(1+pow(accel,2))*g_accel
-pow(velo,2)*g_alpha-2*alpha*velo*g_velo)
The expression on the right-hand side consists of three <Term> elements:
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1 <xsl:template name="VariableOccurrence">
2 <xs l :param name="deriv_order"/>
3 <xs l :param name="const_prop"/>
4 <xs l :param name="var_name"/>
5 <xs l :param name="ArrayIndex"/>
6 <xs l :param name="CompRef"/>
7
8 <x s l : e l emen t name="Factor">
9 <x s l : e l emen t name="VariableOccurrence">
10 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="definition"
11 s e l e c t="my:new_varname($var_name,my:prefix($deriv_order),
12 $ArrayIndex)"/>
13 . . .
14 </ x s l : e l emen t>
15 </ x s l : e l emen t>
16 </xsl:template> 
Figure 4.11.: Excerpt from the ADiCape template for a VariableOccurrence element
 lines 11{35 contain the CapeML code for 4/pi*(1/(1+pow(accel,2))*g_accel,
in particular the four <Factor> elements for:
{ number 4 in line 12,
{ variable pi in line 15,
{ expression 1/(1+pow(accel,2) in lines 18{30, and
{ the derivative variable g_accel in line 33.
 lines 36{48 contain the CapeML code for pow(velo,2)*g_alpha, and
 lines 49{57 contain the CapeML code for 2*alpha*velo*g_velo.
Note that, no expression describing the derivative of the equation with respect to
variable pi is generated, because pi is declared to be constant. In this transformation,
the specication of model variables is exploited to avoid generation of unnecessary code.
4.2.4. Function intrinsics
The FunctionCall elements contain mathematical functions with known derivatives.
ADiCape stores these derivatives in a separate style-sheet. Therefore the list of avail-
able intrinsic functions can easily be extended without changing any other ADiCape
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1 <Equation>
2 <BalancedEquation myID='G_2' >
3 <Expression> <Term> <Factor>
4 <FunctionCall fcn.name='der'>
5 <Expression><Term><Factor>
6 <VariableOccurrence definition='V_car_g_velo'/>
7 </Factor></Term></Expression>
8 </FunctionCall>
9 </Factor> </Term> </Expression>
10 <Expression>
11 <Term><Factor>
12 <Number value='4'/>
13 </Factor>
14 <Factor mul.op='DIV'>
15 <VariableOccurrence definition='V_car_pi'/>
16 </Factor>
17 <Factor mul.op='DIV'><Expression>
18 <Term><Factor>
19 <Number value='1'/>
20 </Factor></Term>
21 <Term add.op='ADD'><Factor>
22 <FunctionCall fcn.name='pow'>
23 <Expression><Term><Factor>
24 <VariableOccurrence definition='V_car_accel'/>
25 </Factor></Term></Expression>
26 <Expression><Term><Factor>
27 <Number value='2'/>
28 </Factor></Term></Expression>
29 </FunctionCall></Factor>
30 </Term>
31 </Expression></Factor>
32 <Factor mul.op='MUL'>
33 <VariableOccurrence definition='V_car_g_accel'/>
34 </Factor>
35 </Term>
36 <Term add.op='SUB'><Factor>
37 <FunctionCall fcn.name="pow">
38 <Expression><Term><Factor>
39 <VariableOccurrence definition="V_car_velo"/>
40 </Factor></Term></Expression>
41 <Expression><Term><Factor>
42 <Number value="2"/>
43 </Factor></Term></Expression>
44 </FunctionCall>
45 </Factor>
46 <Factor mul.op="MUL">
47 <VariableOccurrence definition="V_car_g_alpha"/></Factor>
48 </Term>
49 <Term add.op='SUB'>
50 <Factor><Number value='2'/></Factor>
51 <Factor mul.op='MUL'>
52 <VariableOccurrence definition='V_car_alpha'/></Factor>
53 <Factor mul.op='MUL'>
54 <VariableOccurrence definition='V_car_velo'/></Factor>
55 <Factor mul.op='MUL'>
56 <VariableOccurrence definition='V_car_g_velo'/></Factor>
57 </Term>
58 </Expression>
59 </BalancedEquation>
60 </Equation>
Figure 4.12.: CapeML code resulting from application of ADiCape to code in
Fig. 3.8 der(g velo)=4/pi*(1/(1+pow(accel,2))*g accel-pow(velo,2)*g alpha-
2*alpha*velo*g velo)
.
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style-sheet. A call to the template <xsl:template name="FunctionCall">, depicted
in Fig. 4.13 contains only two parameters denoting the name of the function and the
order of dierentiation. The call to the template does not contain the information about
the number of arguments of the mathematical function. The number of arguments of
the function is tested inside of the template <xsl:template name="FunctionCall">.
1 <xsl:call-template name="FunctionCall">
2 <xs l :w i th param name="fcn.name" s e l e c t="FunctionCall/@fcn.name"/>
3 <xs l :w i th param name="deriv_order" s e l e c t="$deriv_order"/>
4 </xsl:call-template> 
Figure 4.13.: XSLT call to the template FunctionCall
The <xsl:template name="FunctionCall"> template provides for three kinds of
functions (with respect to the number of function arguments):
1. Functions with one argument: e.g., sin(x), exp(x)
Functions of this kind are dierentiated with respect to the only argument, e.g.,
@
@p
(sin(x)) = cos(x)  @x
@p
This is the most common kind. Here, the chain-rule of dierentiation operates on
the value of the only function argument. If an argument is a constant value c, then
the dierentiated expression is not generated at all, and a zero vector is written
resulting in the code:
@
@p
(sin(c)) = 0
2. Functions with two arguments: e.g., pow(x; y), log(x; y)
For functions with two arguments derivative code with respect to both arguments
is created. However, analyzes of the function arguments prevents generation of
unnecessary code for constant arguments. For example, in many cases the param-
eter y of the function pow(x; y) is constant. Then, the derivative of the function
with respect to the second argument is zero, so no code is generated.
3. Special functions: der(x)
The derivative of the function der(x) needs special treatment. This function rep-
resents an operator for derivative with respect to time. We dene:
@
@p
(der(x)) =
@
@p
@
@t
(x) =
@
@t
@
@p
(x) = der(
@
@p
(x)):
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4.3. Extraction of the Jacobian sparsity pattern of the
model
An occurrence of a non-constant variable in an equation denotes a non-zero entry in the
Jacobian matrix of the system. All such non-zero entries build-up the Jacobian sparsity
pattern (cf. Sec. 3.3.6). The knowledge of this pattern can accelerate the computation of
the actual Jacobian entries. Extraction of the Jacobian sparsity pattern of a compound-
build model can be split into following algorithmic steps:
1. Analyze the occurrences of sub-models in process model description.
The process model in CapeML is built up from a number of sub-models which are
combined together using connection equations in a main model description. A
sub-model may occur more than once in a main model denition. Each sub-model
consists of a set of equations and variable denitions. The number of sub-model
occurrences in the main model inuence the size of the process model, and therefore
the size of the Jacobian matrix. The sparsity structure of a single sub-model must
not be identical for each sub-model occurrence, because of the dierent variable
initialization. The calculated Jacobian entries hence can dier in each occurrence
of the sub-model.
2. Analyze single sub-model occurrence.
Each equation of a sub-model is given a local index in a sub-model denition. Each
variable occurring in the sub-model is also given a local index. An occurrence of a
variable in an equation is then saved as a sorted pair of local indices of the equation
and the variable.
3. Assemble the global Jacobian sparsity structure.
The main model with its sub-models is processed, and the local indices of the
Jacobian entries are updated by appropriate osets derived from the global model
structure.
In the case of vector variables, each scalar entry of a vector variable gets a unique index.
The sparsity of the Jacobian matrix of the whole system corresponds to the scalar form
of the process model.
ADiCape implements this automatic indexing by building a global list of variable
denitions. The local indices are associated with each sub-model as shown in Fig. 4.14
in line 1{12 in variable VarDef. Then, the main model is analyzed and the variable is
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
1 <xsl:variable name="VarDef">
2 <x s l : e l emen t name="mod">
3 <x s l : f o r  each s e l e c t="//ModelType">
4 <x s l : f o r  each s e l e c t="VariableDefinition">
5 <x s l : e l emen t name="var">
6 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="id" s e l e c t="@myID" />
7 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="pos" s e l e c t="position()" />
8 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="v_sum" s e l e c t="last()" />
9 </ x s l : e l emen t>
10 </ x s l : f o r  each>
11 </ x s l : e l emen t>
12 </xsl:variable>
13
14 <xsl:variable name="VarList">
15 <x s l : f o r  each s e l e c t="//VariableDefinition">
16 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="mod_id" s e l e c t="ancestor::ModelType/@myID" />
17 <x s l : c h o o s e>
18 <xs l :when t e s t="$mod_id=$Mainmodel/item/@id">
19 <x s l : e l emen t name="varlist">
20 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="pos"
21 s e l e c t="$VarDef//mod/var[@id=$myID]/@pos"/>
22 </ x s l : e l emen t>
23 </ xs l :when>
24 <x s l : o t h e rw i s e>
25 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="offset" s e l e c t="my:calc_offset()" />
26 <x s l : e l emen t name="varlist">
27 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="pos"
28 s e l e c t="$VarDef//mod/var[@id=$myID]/@pos + $offset " />
29 </ x s l : e l emen t>
30 </ x s l : o t h e rw i s e>
31 </ x s l : c h o o s e>
32 </ x s l : f o r  each>
33 </xsl:variable> 
Figure 4.14.: Excerpt from the ADiCape template for a extracting the Jacobian sparsity
pattern
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given a new, global index, which consists of the local index and the calculated oset, as
shown in line 28.
4.4. The reverse mode of AD
The reverse mode of AD has been implemented in ADiCape to support an ecient
calculation of the full Jacobian matrix of a process engineering model [50]. On an
equation level, the residual of an equation only depends on the non-constant variables
which are used in the current equation. Therefore, the dependency analysis does not go
beyond the scope of a single equation. A dependency of a model variable with respect
to the residual of the equation denes an adjoint variable. An adjoint of a scalar model
variable velo is stored in a scalar adjoint variable velo which contains the following
derivative information:
velo =
@velo
@residual
2 R:
In reverse mode an adjoint variable may be accessed more than once during the deriva-
tive calculation. Therefore, the chain rule of adjoint dierentiation features an incre-
mentation operator '+=' rather than a single assignment operator '=' (c.f. Alg. 2.1.3).
In the dierentiation of CapeML models in ADiCape in reverse mode, an intermediate
step is dened which operates on the canonicalized code. Recall, that in forward mode
of AD, ADiCape canonicalizes and transforms the process model in one step, without
writing out any temporary code. The calculation of a Jacobian by ADiCape in reverse
mode proceeds as follows:
1. Extraction of the Jacobian sparsity pattern of the process model (cf. Sec. 4.3).
2. Canonicalization of the code of the process model, i.e., employ temporary variables
to represent the model equations using only unary and binary operations.
3. Dierentiation of the temporary variables employing the chain rule of reverse mode
dierentiation.
4. Replacement of temporary variables names with the associated dierentiated state-
ments, so that one expression is built for every non-zero element of the Jacobian
structure. The expression builds up the right-hand side of derivative equation for
this particular Jacobian entry.
The last step of the process is necessary to preserve the equation based approach in
the derivative computation. Note, that the temporary expressions can be replaced at
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the time they are needed. The equation based approach does not require to evaluate the
temporary expressions in the algorithmic procedure. An XSLT algorithm searches for
temporary expressions and replaces the variables recursively until all temporary variables
are eliminated.
4.4.1. Canonicalization
This part of ADiCape processes each equation of the process model and splits complex
statements into a code consisting of unary and binary operations assigned to temporary
variables. The idea of this step is to pre-process the original code so that the application
of the chain rule of reverse mode dierentiation is possible. Names of temporary variables
are determined as follows. The left hand-side of the binary operation or the unary
operation is assigned to a temporary variable marked with a number 1, and the right
hand-side of the binary operation is assigned to a temporary variable marked with a
number 0.
The rst split operation for the left and the right hand side of an equation is performed
by the template in Fig. 4.15.
1 <xsl:template match="ModelType">
2 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="m_index"/>
3 <x s l : f o r  each s e l e c t="//BalancedEquation">
4 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="tree" s e l e c t="."/>
5 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="e_index"/>
6 < !   g l o b a l index   >
7 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="left" s e l e c t="$tree/Expression[1]"/>
8 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="right" s e l e c t="$tree/Expression[2]"/>
9
10 <x s l : s e qu en c e
11 s e l e c t="my:split Expression($left,1,$e_index)"/>
12
13 <x s l : s e qu en c e
14 s e l e c t="my:split Expression($right,0,$e_index)"/>
15
16 </ x s l : f o r  each>
17 </xsl:template> 
Figure 4.15.: Triggering the canonicalization process in ADiCape
The function my:split_Expression processes potentially complex sub-trees in the
variables left and right by calling adequate templates and functions (in a similar
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fashion as in forward mode) and writes the produced canonicalized code to a XML le.
The canonicalized code for the model equation:
res = der(velo)  4=pi  arctan(accel)  alpha  pow(velo; 2)
consists of 7 temporary sub-expressions:
Algorithm 4.4.1 Canonicalization of the model equation
res = temp 1  temp 0;
temp 1 = der(velo);
temp 0 = temp 01  temp 00;
temp 01 = temp 011  temp 010;
temp 011 = 4=pi;
temp 010 = arctan(accel);
temp 00 = alpha  temp 000;
temp 000 = pow(velo; 2);
Each new temporary variable has a name involving an index which is built up of an
ancestor index and the sux index 0 or 1. This ensures that the variable indices are
unique and it gives a clear algorithm to split and build-up the complex expressions.
4.4.2. Reverse mode of dierentiation on an example
The chain rule of reverse mode dierentiation (cf. Alg. 2.1.3) is applied on the canoni-
calized code. ADiCape applies the chain rule of dierential calculus to each temporary
expression of the canonicalized code building a dierentiated version of the original code.
The adjoint of the canonicalized code from Algorithm 4.4.1 is presented in Algo-
rithm 4.4.2. The incrementation sign + = denotes that the expression on the right
hand-side may only represent a part of a more complex calculation. The accumulation
of sub-expressions to calculate the adjoint of the independent variable must therefore
consider all lines of code where the sub-expression is present on the left hand-side.
4.4.3. Replacing temporary variables for expressions
The dierentiated code in the incremental form is processed by ADiCape to form one
evaluation expression for each adjoint variable. The combination of the expressions is
implemented in ADiCape by recursive calls of templates. The algorithm starts at a model
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Algorithm 4.4.2 Dierentiation of the canonicalized model code
original expression dierentiated expression
res := temp 1  temp 0; temp 0+ = res;
temp 1+ =   res;
temp 1 := der(velo); der(velo)+ = temp 1;
temp 0 := temp 01  temp 00; temp 01+ = temp 0;
temp 00+ =   temp 0;
temp 01 := temp 011  temp 010; temp 011+ = temp 01  temp 010;
temp 010+ = temp 01  temp 011;
temp 011 := 4=pi; pi+ = temp 011  ( 4=pow(pi; 2));
temp 010 := arctan(accel); accel+ = temp 010=(1 + pow(accel; 2));
temp 00 := alpha  temp 000; alpha+ = temp 00  temp 000;
temp 000+ = temp 00  alpha;
temp 000 := pow(velo; 2); velo+ = temp 000  2  velo;
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independent variable, e.g., at velo, and successively replaces all temporary variables for
the associated expressions, as sketched in Fig. 4.16.
1 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="tree" s e l e c t="//ModelType" />
2
3 <xsl:template match="@j*node()">
4 <x s l : c opy>
5 <xs l : app ly templates s e l e c t="@*jnode()" />
6 </ x s l : c opy>
7 </xsl:template>
8
9 <xsl:template match="temp">
10 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="e_id" s e l e c t="ancestor::assignment/@E_index" />
11 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="id" s e l e c t="@id" />
12 <xs l : app ly templates
13 s e l e c t="$tree//assignment[@E_index=$e_id and @id=$id]/*" />
14 </xsl:template>
15
16 <xsl:template match="ModelType">
17 <x s l : e l emen t name="ModelType">
18 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="myID" s e l e c t="$tree/@myID" />
19 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="name" s e l e c t="$tree/@name" />
20 <xs l : copy o f s e l e c t="VariableDefinition" />
21 <xs l : app ly templates s e l e c t="assignment[@name='Variable ']" />
22 </ x s l : e l emen t>
23 </xsl:template> 
Figure 4.16.: Sketch of the expression replacing algorithm in ADiCape
The algorithm works as follows:
1. The variable tree (line 1) stores the whole canonicalized model, e.i., all temporary
expressions.
2. The template in line 16 matches the root element ModelType of the document and
 copies all original variable denitions in the model description,
 calls templates which transform those assignment elements in the document,
whose attribute @name indicates a model independent variable.
3. The template in line 3 copies each element, apart from a temp element, with its
attributes. The temp element due to template priorities, is handled by the template
in line 9.
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4. The template in line 9 matches each element temp, records the equation index, of
the assignment that contains this element, and also the ID of the temp element.
Then, the temp element is replaced by the content of the assignment element
which has the same values of the attributes E_index and id.
For example, starting at the independent variable velo and the associated expression
velo+ = temp 000  2  velo;, the following steps are preformed. Note, that this is the
only expression in which variable velo occurs on the left hand-side. That is why, the
incrementation sign may be here exchanged for an equation sign.
 Replace temp 000: velo = ( temp 00  alpha)  2  velo;
 Replace temp 00: velo = ((  temp 0)  alpha)  2  velo;
 Replace temp 0: velo = ((  res)  alpha)  2  velo;
The initialization of the adjoint of an output variable with identity, i.e., res := 1 (cf.
Algorithm 4.4.3) yields dierentiated expressions which can be evaluated in the model
server.
Algorithm 4.4.3 Reverse mode dierentiated expressions for the adjoint variables
adjoint var. var. expression var. value when res := 1
der(velo) :=   res;  1
alpha := (  res)  pow(velo; 2);  pow(velo; 2)
pi := ( res  arctan(accel))  ( 4=pow(pi; 2));  4  arctan(accel)  pow(pi; 2)
accel := ( res  res  res  4=pi)=(1 + pow(accel; 2)); 4=(pi  (1 + pow(accel; 2)))
velo := ((  res)  alpha)  2  velo;  2  alpha  velo
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As already discussed in Sec. 3.3.4, all array operations need to be vectorized during the
translation to CapeML: a two-dimensional array of real numbers Real X[n][m], where
n;m 2 N , becomes a vector Real X[n*m] in a CapeML model. As an example, consider
the following array initialization for X = I3, i.e.,
X =
264 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
375 :
This initialization using an array structure can be performed by a single loop in
Modelica notation:
constant int arr_range = 3;
Real m_X[arr_range][arr_range];
for i in 1:arr_range loop (A)
m_X[i][i] = 1;
end loop;
The vectorized case is likewise performed in a single loop, but the initialization requires
additional arithmetic on the vector index. The code for such a vectorized initialization
exemplarily is shown below:
constant int arr_range = 3;
Real v_X[arr_range*arr_range];
for i in 1:arr_range loop (B)
v_X[(i-1)*arr_range+i] = 1;
end loop;
The dierentiation process in ADiCape adds one additional dimension to the origi-
nal variable denition for storing the derivative information. Because an array data
structure is not available, the vector operations of the original model description are
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\re-written" in intermediate code with only scalar operations. We call this process a
scalarication. Scalarication enables a vector augmentation of model variables during
the dierentiation process.
In practice, ADiCape assigns scalar variables s_X__j to each vector entry v_X[j].
Then, all loops are unrolled, and constant propagation and constant folding are applied
in the expressions in the variable index.
The expression in the index of the v_X variable, i.e., (i-1)*arr_range+i in CapeML
notation is presented in the Fig. 5.1.
After application of the code optimization techniques, intermediate scalar variables
are generated in place of vector model variables. The rst scalar variable with an index 1
attains a new name <VariableOccurrence definition="V_model_s_X__1">.
The code for the initialization of the I3 matrix ultimately takes the following form:
s_X__1 = 1; corresponds to m_X[1][1]=1
s_X__5 = 1; corresponds to m_X[2][2]=1
s_X__9 = 1; corresponds to m_X[3][3]=1
The scalarication process occurs in two application scenarios:
 The obligatory scalarication is performed for all non-constant vector variables.
In this process all vector equations are unrolled, and the expressions inside of
an ArrayIndex of a vector variable are calculated. For this calculation, constant
propagation replaces each variable name with its value, and then constant folding
evaluates the whole expression. The scalarication of the model variables requires
also the scalarication of the model equations. The vector equations are unrolled,
i.e., a scalar instance of an equation is written for each vector entry. This code
transformation. although usually resulting in longer nal code, is necessary for the
AD transformation.
 If desired, all other constants may also be eliminated from the model
Each constant is removed from the variable list, and all occurrences of the variable
in the equations is exchanged for its constant value. ADiCape also performs arith-
metic operations on constants in the code. If an expression contains more than one
constant factor, then the constant folding performs the operation and writes the
result of the operation in place of the whole expression. This code optimization
contributes to the increase of the code performance. Is not only advantageous in
the performance of the dierentiated code but also in the evaluation of the original
code.
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1 <VariableOccurrence definition="V_model_v_X">
2 <ArrayIndex>
3 <Expression>
4 <Term>
5 <Factor>
6 <Expression>
7 <Term>
8 <Factor>
9 <DomainOccurrence domain="V_SUMPF_J0"/>
10 </Factor>
11 </Term>
12 <Term add.op="SUB">
13 <Factor>
14 <Number value="1"/>
15 </Factor>
16 </Term>
17 </Expression>
18 </Factor>
19 <Factor mul.op="MUL">
20 <VariableOccurrence definition="V_model_arr_range"/>
21 </Factor>
22 </Term>
23 <Term add.op="ADD">
24 <Factor>
25 <DomainOccurrence domain="V_SUMPF_J0"/>
26 </Factor>
27 </Term>
28 </Expression>
29 </ArrayIndex>
30 </VariableOccurrence>
Figure 5.1.: An occurrence of a variable X in the CapeML tree. Note, that the vector
element has an index which is a CapeML expression: (J0   1)  oset + J0,
where J0 is an index used in the outer loop of the equation
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In the following sections, the three code optimization techniques relevant for the scalar-
ication: constant folding, loop unrolling and constant propagation are discussed. Note,
that the combination of all three is crucial for a successful operation of ADiCape.
5.1. Code optimization techniques
Code optimization techniques [1, 2, 36, 59] are commonly used to rearrange the code
into a semantically equivalent form with the goal of reducing its time and/or memory
requirements. In current compilers, code transformations from program code to assem-
bler code are carried out based on an intermediate representation (IR), a machine- and
language independent version of the original source code.
In the context of AD code optimization techniques do not solely address performance
issues, but in certain situations, they are essential for successful operation of the AD
tool. AD source transformation tools for compiled languages like C, C++ or FORTRAN
can prot from the availability of an optimizing compiler. The chain-rule-based dier-
entiation transformations are carried out on the high-level intermediate representation,
e.g. an abstract syntax tree. The performance relevant transformations are transferred
to a compiler carrying out code optimization techniques on a lower-level representation.
However, a dierent approach is called for if an intermediate representation is not
accessible during the process of executing an AD-generated code, as in the case for
ADiCape. In ADiCape the code optimization techniques must be applied on the highest
level of program representation, that is, on the CapeML model itself.
In this section, the main three code optimization techniques used in ADiCape are
described and an overview of the these techniques and their application is given in
Table 5.1.
For ADiCape these techniques are necessary for a successful AD transformation, but
additionally, constant folding and constant propagation contribute to better performance
of the dierentiated code, even if CapeML were to be extended to include arrays and
vectors.
Recall that the idea behind scalarication is to produce a temporary code containing
only scalar variables on which the AD transformations are applied.
However, the temporary scalar code must not written to an output CapeML document.
The temporary code can just be used by ADiCape to produce a dierentiated CapeML
model. The result of the preprocessing is generated by adequate setting of the ADiCape
parameter deriv-order. The code optimization techniques can be categorized according
to the necessity of use in the AD transformation of CapeML models.
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Optimization Technique Short description Impact for AD Performance
re-write vector enables -
loop unrolling and loop equations AD processing redundant
as scalar in CapeML code
evaluate vector +
constant folding constant index shorter
expressions simplication code
eliminate constant vector +
constant propagation variables in exchange index less model
for their values simplication variables
Table 5.1.: Summary of the three code optimizing techniques in ADiCape
5.2. Loop unrolling
Any vector equation must be converted to an intermediate scalar form before the dier-
entiation process. In CapeML, there are two ways to write a vector equation, in a vector
form or in the form of a loop. ADiCape performs scalarication for both of these cases.
ADiCape starts by unrolling the outer loop. ADiCape determines the range of the
distribution domain by a look up in the global variable Domains. This variable stores
the start and stop values for each Domain element, referring to the two numbers stored
inside of the Domain element (cf. Fig. 3.7).
1 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="first_eq_index"
2 s e l e c t="$Domains[@id=$distr]/@start"/>
3 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="last_eq_index"
4 s e l e c t="$Domains[@id=$distr]/@stop"> 
Then, equations are generated with a distinct equation identier myID by using a
function my:global_eq_index to calculate a global equation index depending on the
current value of $eq_index variable. The variable $eq_index holds an index of the
current vector eld and assumes each integer value from the range designated by the
previously initialized variables $first_eq_index and $last_eq_index as depicted in
Fig. 5.2 in line 1.
The variable $eq_index is passed as a parameter to the subsequent templates. The
attribute tunnel makes this value visible for all ADiCape templates. This attribute is
recursively passed on to all subsequently called templates.
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
1 <x s l : f o r  each s e l e c t="$first_eq_index to $last_eq_index">
2 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="eq_index" s e l e c t="."/>
3 <x s l : e l emen t name="Equation">
4 <x s l : e l emen t name="BalancedEquation">
5 <x s l : a t t r i b u t e name="myID"
6 s e l e c t="concat('E_',my:global_eq_index($eq_index))"/>
7 <xsl:call-template name="Expression">
8 <xs l :w i th param name="terms" s e l e c t="Expression[1]"/>
9 <xs l :w i th param name="deriv_order" s e l e c t="$deriv_order"/>
10 <xs l :w i th param name="eq_index" s e l e c t="$eq_index" tunne l="yes"/>
11 </xsl:call-template>
12 <xsl:call-template name="Expression">
13 <xs l :w i th param name="terms" s e l e c t="Expression[2]"/>
14 <xs l :w i th param name="deriv_order" s e l e c t="$deriv_order"/>
15 <xs l :w i th param name="eq_index" s e l e c t="$eq_index" tunne l="yes"/>
16 </xsl:call-template>
17 </ x s l : e l emen t>
18 </ x s l : e l emen t>
19 </ x s l : f o r  each> 
Figure 5.2.: Implementation of the loop unrolling
The ADiCape template <xsl:call-template name="Expression"> calls the tem-
plate <xsl:template name="Expression"> for each side of the equation, and applies
the dierentiation rules on the CapeML code inside of these two main <Expression>
elements. Recall from Sec. 4.2.2 that the dierentiated equation of the specied order
of dierentiation: deriv_order, is written instantly for each scalar model equation.
As result of the loop unrolling the code X = I3 from code in (B) takes on the following
form:
constant int arr_range = 3;
v_X[(1-1)*arr_range+1] = 1; (C)
v_X[(2-1)*arr_range+2] = 1;
v_X[(3-1)*arr_range+3] = 1;
Note, that loop unrolling does not contribute to better performance of the resulting
code, as each of the scalar equations needs to be transformed separately.
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5.3. Constant propagation
Constant propagation is the process of substituting values for their identiers. This is
usually performed together with constant folding, especially in the array index operation
where it is necessary to know the values of the used constants. ADiCape exploits con-
stant propagation techniques because a large number of variables in CapeML models are
typically declared to be constant. A large number of constants in a model description
results in longer interpretation time of the code and unnecessary memory requirements
and accesses. In the equation-based approach, any variable, including constants, is
an independent variable. Therefore, an extended Jacobian matrix would be computed
without declaring constants as inactive. In practice, these diculties are remedied by
eliminating all constant variables via constant propagation. The constant propagation
algorithm in ADiCape performs an analysis of the model variables and, based on their
declarations in the model initialization le, generates a look-up table containing identi-
ers of constants together with their values. ADiCape exchanges the variable identier
in the CapeML code with its constant value and removes declarations of constant scalar
variables from the variable list of the model. As an example consider the expressions for
the unrolled version of the X = I3 example in code (C).
1 <xsl:function name="my:constant propagation">
2 <xs l :param name="array"/>
3 <xs l :param name="eq_index"/>
4 <xsl:apply-templates select="$array" mode="simplify">
5 <xs l :w i th param name="eq_index" s e l e c t="$eq_index"/>
6 </xsl:apply-templates>
7 </xsl:function> 
Figure 5.3.: XSLT function implementing constant propagation
Constant propagation is invoked by the function call my:constant_propagation()
depicted in Fig. 5.3. This function substitutes the variable identiers by their values.
In the example, the variable arr_range is eliminated from the model description and
the name is substituted by the integer value 3. This operation applied on code in (C)
results in the following intermediate form:
v_X[(1-1)*3+1] = 1;
v_X[(2-1)*3+2] = 1; (D)
v_X[(3-1)*3+3] = 1;
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Note that the <xsl:apply-templates> element contains an additional attribute called
mode="simplify". The presence of this attribute implies, that only templates marked
with an attribute mode="simplify"are called. The value simplify denotes the code
optimization mode. In particular, templates implementing constant folding and constant
propagation are triggered by this attribute (cf. Appendix A.2.)
5.4. Constant folding
The term constant folding describes an optimization technique which replaces expres-
sions that are computable at compile-time by their values at compile-time. The result
of the operation is again a constant value. ADiCape re-writes all vector expressions ap-
pearing in the original code to scalar expressions. In this way, the additional dimension
in the variable denitions is employed to store sensitivity information in the derivative
objects.
Figure 5.4.: CapeML tree to which constant folding is applied
As an example, depicted in Fig. 5.4, consider the expression:
v_X[(3-1)*3+3] = 1
which is rst folded to become
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v_X[9] = 1
and then rewritten to become a scalar operation:
s_X__9 = 1
before generating the dierentiated expression.
Constant folding in ADiCape is implemented in a set of additional functions and tem-
plates marked with an attribute mode="simplify" in its header. These functions and
templates are applied to a particular expression in the CapeML tree and and gather rel-
evant information about the operations with constant values. The constant expressions
are evaluated during a recursive calls of these templates and functions. The result, a
constant number, is written in the appropriate place in the CapeML tree.
The basic arithmetic operation on the scalar variables present in the CapeMLmodel de-
scription, is implemented in ADiCape in a function my:constant_folding(), see Fig. 5.5.
The result of this function call is usually written as an element <Number> to the output
document:
1 <x s l : e l emen t name="Number">
2 <x s l : v a l u e o f
3 s e l e c t="my:constant folding(my:constant propagation
4 (VariableOccurrence/ArrayIndex/*,$eq_index),$eq_index)">
5 </ x s l : v a l u e o f>
6 </ x s l : e l emen t> 
The my:constant_folding function, which is depicted in Fig. 5.5, calculates the
index of a vector variable by recursive calls to the functions my:evaluate_Terms and
my:evaluate_Factors (Fig. 5.6).
The action of the function my:eval_Factors depends on the contained elements
passed in the parameter arr. The function gets the number of containing Factor ele-
ments in the parameter factors and evaluates all the elements. To evaluate a nested
Expression the function my:eval_Terms is called again. The function extracts the
information from the CapeML elements, interprets the operation in Term add.op and
Factor mul.op attribute to build up an expression. The expression is than evaluated
and used in the course of the XSLT transformation.
In practice, a sequence is generated and evaluated by the internal XSLT functions to
a scalar value. This scalar integer is then added as a sux to the variable name of the
new scalar variable.
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
1 <xsl:function name="my:constant folding">
2 <xs l :param name="array"/>
3 <xs l :param name="eq_index"/>
4 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="terms" s e l e c t="count($array/Term)"/>
5 <x s l : s e qu en c e
6 s e l e c t="my:evaluate Terms($array,$eq_index ,$terms)"/>
7 </xsl:function> 
Figure 5.5.: XSLT function implementing constant folding

1 <xsl:function name="my:evaluate Terms">
2 <xs l :param name="array"/>
3 <xs l :param name="eq_index"/>
4 <xs l :param name="terms"/>
5 <x s l : v a r i a b l e
6 name="addop" s e l e c t="$arr/Term[position()=$terms]/@add.op"/>
7 <x s l : v a r i a b l e name="factors"
8 s e l e c t="count($arr/Term[$terms]/Factor)"/>
9 <x s l : c h o o s e>
10 <xs l :when t e s t="$terms &gt; 1">
11 < !   Express ion in the ArrayIndex wi th more than one Term  >
12 <x s l : s e qu en c e s e l e c t=
13 "my:evaluate Terms($array, $eq_index, number($terms) -1)
14 +my:evaluate Factors($array/Term[$terms], $eq_index ,$factors)"/>
15 </ xs l :when>
16 <x s l : o t h e rw i s e>
17 < !   Express ion in the ArrayIndex wi th on ly one Term   >
18 <x s l : s e qu en c e s e l e c t= "my:evaluate Factors($array/Term[$terms],
19 $eq_index,$factors)"/>
20 </ x s l : o t h e rw i s e>
21 </ x s l : c h o o s e>
22 <xsl:function> 
Figure 5.6.: Evaluating expressions for the constant folding function
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In this section two CapeML models from process engineering are investigated in detail.
In Sec. 6.2 a model of a distillation column is analyzed. The forward and reverse mode
of AD is applied to the CapeML model and performance measurements are taken for
the dierentiation cases with and without additional code optimization techniques. The
code optimization techniques which eliminate constants from the model contribute to a
better eciency of the derivative computation, but on the other hand generate derivative
matrices which are suitable only for the pre-specied model. Note, that in the pre-
specied model the derivatives of variables which are set to a constant value are set
to zero and no derivative objects are generated to store their sensitivity information.
The correctness of the calculated derivatives has been tested against divided dierences
approximation.
In Sec. 6.3, the results of an optimization of a semi-batch polymerization model are
compared with respect to elapsed time and calculated values when using the commercial
gPROMS model server and the native, CapeML-based model server in the optimization
algorithm in DyOS. The results show, that ADiCape has successfully been applied in
a real-life problem, yielding the same derivative values and optimization results in the
solution of an optimization problem.
6.1. Code preprocessing
As described in Sec. 5, the dierentiation of CapeML models may require application of
certain preprocessing techniques in order to generate scalar model code. The scalari-
cation of the CapeML code is essential for a successful dierentiation process. Since the
scalarication process is inevitable, optimization techniques are applied automatically
during the dierentiation process in the required places.
However, the optimization techniques may also be applied on the original model before
the dierentiation process, in a so-called zero-order dierentiation mode. The prepro-
cessed code contains only scalar equations with all constants and operations on them
being eliminated from the code. ADiCape applies automatic dierentiation on the pre-
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processed code on which the constant folding, constant propagation and loop unrolling
have been applied.
In this section performance results are presented for two following cases:
1. F-orig is taken as the basis of the dierentiation.
F-orig is a model denition containing vector equations, constants and the oper-
ations on constant values inside of the variable index.
2. F-optim is dierentiated.
Here, the code optimization techniques have been applied on the F-orig code,
producing a scalar model description with only scalar equations and no constants.
The operations inside variable index computation have been also folded to a single
constant value.
Both of the codes are subsequently dierentiated with ADiCape.
In the sequel, the symbol F denotes the original code to evaluate the underlying model,
whereas the symbols J and H describe AD-generated codes that compute the derivatives
of rst and second order, respectively. The symbol orig denotes the original code, while
the notation optim is used for the code where constant folding, constant propagation,
and loop unrolling have been applied before the dierentiation.
Additionally, a factor  is evaluated, which denotes the computational overhead for
computing one directional derivative with respect to the function evaluation. The upper
index f denotes the forward mode of AD, and the lower index 1 and 2 denote the order
of dierentiation.
This factor in the rst order dierentiation in forward mode, is dened as:
f1 =
!(J)
q  !(F)
where q is the number of directional derivatives and !(F) and !(J) is the evaluation time
of the model calculating F and J, respectively. In the second order dierentiation, with
the exploitation of the symmetry of the Hessian matrix, this factor evaluates to:
f2 =
!(H)
[q=2  (q + 1)]  !(F) ;
where !(H) is the evaluation time of the second order dierentiated model.
In theory, this factor should have a value between 1  3 in rst order dierentiation,
and between 1  5 in second order dierentiation [35].
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6.2. Model of a distillation column
As a test problem, a computational model arising from an industrial process engineering
problem is considered and it serves as a basis for various case studies for derivative
calculations in the following subsections. The model depicted in Fig. 6.1 represents
a hierarchically built distillation column [70], consisting of a number of column trays
connected with a so-called reboiler and a condenser. Each component of the installation
(tray, reboiler and condenser) is described by a set of dierential-algebraic equations,
and, together with its variables and parameters, forms a description of a separate sub-
model. These elements are aggregated using connection equations. The CapeML code
used as input to ADiCape was provided by Martin Schlegel of Aachener Verfahrenstechnik
{ Process Systems Engineering at RWTH Aachen University.
Figure 6.1.: Schematic diagram of a distillation column.
The generally applicable code, i.e., not pre-specied by constant values declarations,
is then taken as an example for a case study where the Curtis-Powell-Reid compression
is applied to calculate a full compressed Jacobian matrix Sec. 6.2.2. The CPR algorithm
for computing all nonzero entries of a sparse Jacobian matrix is described in [65, 67].
The equation-based model of the distillation column, which comprises reboiler, con-
denser and 4 trays, contains 206 equations and 410 variables. Overall, in the analysis
of the whole model, we are therefore interested in the derivatives of a function with
n = 410 scalar model variables and m = 206 scalar outputs, which are represented by
the residuals of the model equations. In the optimal solution, the values of the model
variables should bring the equations residuals to values close to zero.
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Figure 6.2.: Sparsity pattern of the Jacobian J (middle), the seed matrix S (right), and
the product J  S (left) for the distillation column.
The resulting 206 410 Jacobian matrix of this distillation column system, due to its
hierarchical construction, has a sparsity pattern which can be exploited using compres-
sion techniques. The nonzero structure of the Jacobian J of the system is shown in the
middle of Fig. 6.2. It contains 750 non-zero entries.
The alternative of computing the full Jacobian matrix in reverse mode is presented
in Sec. 6.2.5. Here, the pre-specied code has been used as the constants generate zero-
valued equations for the adjoint calculation. The compression techniques are shown once
for the pre-specied and once for the general model to demonstrate that pre-specication
of the model lowers the so-called chromatic number of the Jacobian matrix, and therefore,
the column compression is more eective.
The next sections also show case studies comparing the direct computation of direc-
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tional derivatives with a computation of the Jacobian followed by explicit multiplication
with a seed matrix. The study seeks a so-called break even point for a computation time
of directional derivatives using these both methods, in Sec. 6.2.3 the rst order dieren-
tiation for Jacobian matrix products, and in Sec. 6.2.7 for the calculation of projected
Hessian matrices. In Sec. 6.2.4 the optimized code of the model is taken as a basis in
case studies for partial Jacobian computation. Here, results of the column compression
for selected parts of the Jacobian matrix are presented.
The overview of the tests is shown in Fig. 6.3.
Sec. 6.2.2 Sec. 6.2.3 Sec. 6.2.4 Sec. 6.2.5
Figure 6.3.: Overview of the case studies.
The measurements for the model of the distillation column are performed on Intel
Core 2 Quad computer with 2.66 GHz CPU and 3.25 GB RAM running Windows XP
operating system.
6.2.1. Impact of the code preprocessing
The scalarication process is indispensable for the dierentiation of CapeML models in
forward mode of AD. However, the scalar version of the model takes longer to evaluate,
as each of the scalar equations requires a separate computational tree with scalar leaves.
In a vector version, only one computational tree is created, with a vector{valued leaves.
On the other hand, constant folding contributes to a reduction of the complexity of
the existing computational trees. Instead of complex expressions operating on constant
values, only a single node is generated, which holds a single constant value.
Constant propagation eliminates constants from the model description. A constant is
exchanged for its value in the model equations and the variable denition is eliminated
from the variable list. Therefore, constant propagation reduces the complexity of the
model, because it reduces the of variables and hence, the number of potential parameters
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of the model. A combination of all three techniques is usually applied on the model
description.
The original model description F-orig in CapeML consists of 5801 lines of code (cf. Ta-
ble 6.1). It consists of 65 vector equations and 95 vector variables.
Each of the 206 output variables corresponds to the residual of a scalar model equation.
The model transformation which performs the scalarication of the model variables takes
3:6 seconds and results in preprocessed CapeML code F-optim which is 10177 lines of
code. The reason for this time growth is the loop unrolling of the model equations. The
loop unrolling also aects the evaluation time of the code, which also increases by a
factor of 1:77. The model of the distillation column after the scalarication consist of
206 scalar equations and 237 scalar independent variables.
F F-orig F-optim ratio optim / orig
AD-transformation [s] - 3.6 -
evaluation time [ms] 0.9 1.6 1.77
# lines of code 5801 10177 1.75
Table 6.1.: Evaluation performance: code optimization techniques applied on the model
of the distillation column.
6.2.2. Full Jacobian calculation in forward mode
During the evaluation the sparsity of the Jacobian matrices is exploited, resulting in
the evaluation of compressed rst-order derivative matrix AD(J;C). The compression
matrix C is calculated using CPR algorithm (Sec. 2.2) based on the Jacobian sparsity
pattern.
In the compressed approach, a seed matrix C with  = 15 columns, whose nonzero
structure is shown in the right of Fig. 6.2, is used. Note, that even this compression, the
compressed matrix has
206 15  750
206 15 = 75% zeros.
The nonzero structure of the resulting compressed Jacobian AD(J;C), i.e., J  C is
shown in the left of that gure. Theoretically, the computational eort using the forward
mode of AD is decreased by a factor of n= = 27. Still, a lot of zero elements in the
columns of the compressed Jacobian matrix, which are unavoidably calculated when
using the forward mode of AD.
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The evaluation statistics for the rst order transformation are presented in the Ta-
ble 6.2. The generation of the rst derivative code in ADiCape from the F-orig code
took 5:23 seconds. The dierentiation process based of the F-optim code took nearly
the same amount of time. The preprocessing of F-orig aected the length of the gen-
erated derivative code. The benet of the code optimization is clearly recognizable in
the evaluation time, and the time to compute the Jacobian is reduced by ca. 26%. This
gain is owed to the constant propagation and folding techniques. The vector equations
have been unrolled in both cases: F-optim in the preprocessing and F-orig during
the dierentiation, but all the constants have only been eliminated in the preprocessed
version.
J - based on: F-orig F-optim ratio optim / orig
AD-transformation [s] 5.2 5.1 0.98
evaluation time [ms] 38.6 30.2 0.78
# lines of code 23943 16627 0.69
time ratio J / F 42.9 18.9
f1 2.8 1.2
Table 6.2.: Evaluation performance: code optimization techniques applied during the
rst order dierentiation of the model of the distillation column.
The last two rows in the table denote the additional computational eort needed by the
evaluation of the dierentiated code with respect to the underlying model. In theory this
factor is proportional to the number of directional derivatives q times f1 . In this example,
this factor f1 for AD of F-orig results to 
f
1(orig) = 2:8, whereas the optimized version
F-optim yields a much smaller factor of f1(optim) = 1:2. This predicts, that even for a
higher value of the parameter k the optimized code will perform better than the original
one. So the optimized code is more amenable to ecient processing than the original
one.
6.2.3. The break-even point for the directional derivative
calculation in forward mode
Directional derivatives of a model F : Rn ! Rm, in the directions selected by a seed
matrix S 2 Rnq, can be calculated in two alternative ways in forward mode.
1. Exploiting the sparsity structure of the Jacobian matrix
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A compression matrix C 2 Rn is generated based on CPR algorithm. The
compressed Jacobian matrix J  C is calculated with AD. Finally, the compressed
Jacobian matrix is logically unpacked and post-multiplied with the matrix S. The
calculation procedure can be described as:
AD(J;C)  S:
The computational eort depends on a chromatic number  of the Jacobian matrix
J . The overall complexity is determined by the xed eort of calculating of the
compressed Jacobian and the eort of the post-multiplication with the matrix S,
which scales with q.
2. Without exploitation of the Jacobian sparsity
In this case the the matrix S acts as the seed matrix in the evaluation of the
derivative matrix with AD. The product J  S is calculated directly by using the
S matrix as seed matrix:
AD(J; S)
The eort of the direct computation of J  S as AD(J; S) strongly depends on the
size of the matrix S. The eort increases linearly with q, the number of columns
of S.
Which of these two methods is more ecient, depends on the specication of the
considered problem, in particular
 on the number of the derivative directions q which are sought,
 on the chromatic number  of the Jacobian matrix J .
Recall that the complexity of the derivative calculation in forward mode of AD grows
linearly with the number of directional derivatives that are to be computed. Thus, we
expect the AD(J; S) approach to be faster as long as  > q, as it requires fewer derivatives
than the computation of the compressed Jacobian.
The results, depicted in Fig. 6.4, show, that the so-called break-even point, where the
computational time for both methods is equal, is at q = 21, slightly past the point of
a value q = . It takes roughly 30 seconds to evaluate the compressed Jacobian, and
about half a second for each vector that is multiplied by.
For other models, the crossover point is also determined by the chromatic number
of the Jacobian versus the number of derivatives. For Jacobian matrices with small
chromatic numbers  and a desired large number of derivative directions q, the method
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Figure 6.4.: Break-even point for a distillation column model. For the compressed Jaco-
bian calculation a seed matrix with  = 15 columns has been used.
AD(J;C) S is advantageous. For Jacobian matrices J with large chromatic numbers ,
and problems with relatively small number of desired derivative directions q, the matrix-
free method for the computation of directional derivatives AD(J; S) is likely to perform
better.
6.2.4. Partial Jacobian calculation
In engineering applications, often only a subset of the whole system, e.g., one of its sub-
models, needs to be investigated in more detail. For such a task, only the dependence
of a subset of model output variables on a subset of the input values is of particular
interest. That is, it is sucient to compute certain parts of the Jacobian matrix rather
than all its entries [66].
Consider a partial Jacobian computation, i.e., computation of a (proper) subset of
the nonzero elements of J , which we call required elements. To this end, we employ the
categorization of nonzero entries into required and the remaining, non-required elements
to obtain the required elements with fewer column groups than would be needed for the
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computation of all nonzero entries.
Now, with compressed Jacobian, we can also combine two columns as linear combi-
nation if both have non-required elements in a row [30]. To illustrate this situation,
consider the Jacobian in Fig. 6.5 with the same sparsity pattern as in Fig. 2.1. Let the
symbol 
 denote a required element, and the symbol  mark a non-required element
of the Jacobian matrix. In Fig. 6.5, there are two non-required elements in column 2
and 3. In contrast to Fig. 2.1, columns 2 and 3 can be combined because we are not
interested in those two nonzero entries in row 3, and thus, we do not mind summing
them up. Columns 2 and 4 cannot be determined as a linear combination, because the
value of the non-required element J(3; 2) would be added to the value of the required el-
ement J(3; 4). In this example, to compute the required elements, the number of column
groups can be decreased to q = 2, i.e., the column groups f1,2,3g and f4,5g.
Figure 6.5.: Partial Jacobian computation with 2 groups f1,2,3g and f4,5g where re-
quired nonzero elements are denoted by 
 and non-required ones by .
Consider the calculation of selected entries of the Jacobian matrix associated with
the distillation column given in Fig. 6.1. For the sake of this case study, a preprocessed
model of the distillation column has been used, i.e., all of the constants of the model have
been eliminated from the model description. This contributes to the decrease of the size
of the system Jacobian matrix, while preserving the computation of all structural non-
zeros of the Jacobian. The preprocessed model consists of 237 non-constant variables.
The sparsity structure of this 206 237 Jacobian, J , is shown in Fig. 6.6. From a visual
inspection of that gure, the hierarchy of sub-models already present in Fig. 6.2, is again
clearly visible in the block structure of the non-zero pattern.
To compute all nonzero entries of J without techniques to exploit sparsity, the identity
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matrix with q = 237 columns would be taken as seed matrix. Using the CPR heuristic
to compute all nonzero entries reduces the number of columns of the seed matrix to
 = 14. Recall, that the chromatic number  of the not pre-specied model was equal
to 15.
Additionally, we are interested in investigating three dierent components separately:
the connection component (case 1), the reboiler (case 2) and the condenser (case 3).
These blocks are highlighted in Fig. 6.6 using dierent shadings.
Figure 6.6.: Nonzero pattern of the Jacobian matrix where three dierent subsets of
required elements are denoted by case1 to case3.
Conceptually, we ask for the inuence of selected model parameters on the physical
quantities representing the connection component, the reboiler or the condenser. That
is, in the partial Jacobian computation, we focus on a well-dened subset of the nonzero
entries of the Jacobian matrix associated with the whole system. In particular, we ignore
all remaining nonzero entries of the Jacobian. Again, we implement a CPR-like heuristic
to solve the graph coloring problem corresponding to the partial Jacobian computation.
The solution of the graph coloring problem for each of these three cases results in dierent
seed matrices. The specication and number of columns partial for each of the selected
blocks is given in the Table 6.3.
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Component Block Resulting partial
case 1 the connection component J(1 : 55; 1 : 237) 2
case 2 the reboiler J(56 : 78; 1 : 38) 11
case 3 the condenser J(79 : 110; 39 : 81) 10
Table 6.3.: Selection of blocks for a partial Jacobian computation
Compared to computing all nonzero entries by the CPR technique ( = 14), the
partial Jacobian computation reduces the number of columns of the seed matrix even
further in all of the three described cases.
6.2.5. Full Jacobian calculation in reverse mode
In this section we apply the reverse mode of AD on the distillation column model to
calculate the full Jacobian matrix of the system. We apply the dierentiation on the
code which has been preprocessed with the scalarication techniques, so that the code
contains only scalar equations and the constants have been eliminated.
Recall from Sec. 6.2.1, that the model of the distillation column after the scalarication
consist of 206 scalar equations and 237 scalar independent variables. The overall dier-
entiation process results in 750 scalar expressions, each of which describe one nonzero
entry of the system Jacobian matrix, so the Jacobian matrix consist of only 750 nonzero
entries. In contrast to forward mode, the structurally zero-entries of the Jacobian matrix
are not computed at all, but the complexity of the calculation is higher than in the for-
ward mode. The transformation time for the reverse mode is consequently also higher.
The higher complexity results from the two intermediate steps which are taken: the
writing out the canonicalized code, and writing and combing the dierentiated interme-
diate expressions back into a form of a single equation. Even though the transformation
time for the reverse mode is ca. 20 times longer than the transformation for the forward
mode, the produced code evaluates the full Jacobian matrix 4 times quicker than the
forward dierentiation in which the sparsity has not been exploited (with 237 columns).
However, if the sparsity of the Jacobian is exploited in the forward mode calculation
(calculation of 14 compressed columns), than the reverse mode is slower by a factor 0:7.
The evaluation time in the sparsity aware dierentiation schemes strongly depends on
the sparsity structure of the Jacobian matrix. In particular the chromatic number of
the matrix inuences the evaluation of the Jacobian in forward mode. In reverse mode,
the number of nonzero entries is the deciding factor. The choice of the mode of AD is
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J calculated as: AD(J;C) in FM AD(J; S), S = I237 in FM AD(J) in RM
AD-transformation [s] 5.1 5.1 97,7
evaluation time [ms] 30.2 190,6 43,7
Table 6.4.: Comparison of the FM and RM for Jacobian calculation of the distillation
column model.
therefore specic for an application. For example, a quadratic matrix with a full row and
few other nonzero entries should be processed by the reverse mode, or a combination of
forward and reverse mode [32].
6.2.6. Second order derivative calculation in forward mode
In this section, the results of the second order derivative computation are described. The
dierence in the performance of the Hessian code derived from te pre-specied F-optim
and general F-orig model specications is summarized in Table 6.5.
The code transformation time decreases from 6:3 to 5:9 seconds and the execution
time for the Hessian computation is reduced by 77% when the F-optim code is used
as the basis for the transformation. The factor f2 , denoting the complexity of second
order dierentiation of basic arithmetic operations for the not-optimized code amounts
to f2(orig) = 6:5, whereas the application of the code optimization techniques decreases
this factor to a value of f2(optim) = 2:1.
H - based on: F-orig F-optim ratio optim / orig
AD-transformation [s] 6.3 5.9 0.93
evaluation time [ms] 679.6 344.8 0.56
# lines of code 50584 39403 0.77
time ratio H / F 679.6 215.5
f2 6.5 2.1
Table 6.5.: Evaluation performance: code optimization techniques applied during the
second order dierentiation of the model of the distillation column.
The timing result demonstrate especially in the second order dierentiation that the
use of code optimization techniques has a great impact on the performance of that
derivative computation.
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6.2.7. Break-even point for Hessian calculation
The sparsity structure of the Jacobian matrix may also be employed in the computation
of the sparse Hessian matrix. Since the Hessian matrix is the Jacobian of the gradient of
the underlying function, in the second-order dierentiation the sparsity of the Jacobian
matrix indicates structural zero elements for the Hessian matrix as well.
For a scalar valued function f : Rn ! R following observations can be made:
1. If the gradient entry with respect to a variable xi of the model was zero, than the
whole column of the Hessian associated with this gradient entry is zero:
@f
@xi
= 0) 8j = 1 : : : n @
2f
@xi@xj
= 0
This property allows for use of the compression matrix C 2 Rn, calculated
based on the sparsity structure of the Jacobian of f for compression of the Hessian
matrix. The nonzero elements stay preserved, and the columns with only zero
elements are not calculated at all.
2. Even if the gradient entries with respect to the variables xi and xj were nonzero,
the Hessian entry with respect to these variables must not necessarily be a nonzero.
Therefore, employing the sparsity structure of the Jacobian in the compression of
Hessian matrix does not create an optimal compression, as some structurally zero
entries of the Hessian will be computed.
As in the case of Jacobian matrices, the products of Hessian with a seed matrix
S 2 Rnq in a form of a symmetric projection ST  H  S may be computed in two
dierent approaches:
 By exploiting the Hessian sparsity in the calculation of a compressed Hessian
AD(H;C) = CT H  C;
and post-multiplication with the matrix S, symmetrically from both sides:
ST  AD(H;C)  S:
 Without exploitation of the sparsity structure, using the S matrix as seed matrix
in the forward mode calculation:
AD(H;S) = ST H  S:
In the example of the distillation column, the break even point between the both
calculations is also found around the value of , i.e., for q = 18.
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Figure 6.7.: Break-even point for a distillation column model. For the compressed Hes-
sian calculation a seed matrix with  = 15 columns has been used.
6.3. Semi-batch polymerization reactor
In this section, we consider a model of a semi-batch polymerization reactor, schemat-
ically depicted in Fig. 6.8 and described in [38]. The CapeML code used as input to
ADiCape was provided by Arndt Hartwich of Aachener Verfahrenstechnik { Process Sys-
tems Engineering at RWTH Aachen University. A typical batch reactor consists of a
cylindrical tank (the reactor) with a stirring device and an integral heating/cooling sys-
tem. A xed amount of reactant mixture is added to the reactor and it is stirred for a
particular time period. After some time, the product is removed from the tank.
The kinetic model of the polymerization reactor is described by 217 dierential and
algebraic equations. The objective function to be maximized represents prot over time.
The reactor is controlled by r = 4 time-variant control variables, and the reaction overall
by its nal time. The nal time of the reaction is the subject of the optimization. The
control variables are discretized by 16 piece-wise linear intervals and, hence each control
is parametrized by nr = 17 degrees of freedom. Accounting for the nal time as an
additional free parameter, the total number of degrees of freedom is q = 4  17 + 1 = 69.
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Figure 6.8.: Schematic diagram of a semi-batch polymerization reactor.
6.3.1. Optimization results
Computational results have been obtained in a collaboration work with Arndt Hartwich
from Aachener Verfahrenstechnik { Process Systems Engineering at RWTH Aachen Uni-
versity. The preliminary results are given in Table 6.6. Here, the commercial gPROMS
ESO is compared with the ESO based on CapeML. The rst row shows the total number
of NLP iterations needed to converge. Small dierences in the values of the dierent
model servers lead to a slightly dierent convergence behavior and the value of the ob-
jective function at the solution diers by 0.5 . Compared with gPROMS, one more
iteration at the NLP level is required when using CapeML. Next, the number of sensitiv-
ity integrations accumulated over all NLP iterations is given. Again, the corresponding
number for CapeML is slightly larger than for gPROMS. The nal two rows of that table
report the numbers of evaluations of the process model and its Jacobian, once more
accumulated over all NLP iterations. As expected, the number of evaluations diers,
since the number of sensitivity integrations also diers.
Metric gPROMS ESO CapeML ESO
# NLP iterations 33 34
# Sensitivity integrations 43 45
Value of objective function 11.14328 11.14322
# Model evaluations 106443 111362
# Jacobian evaluations 112613 117805
Table 6.6.: Computational results when using commercial gPROMS and native CapeML
ESO for the optimization in DyOS.
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Figure 6.9 shows the 4 control variables of the process. Um;1 and Um;2 denote the
ow rates of the two monomer species involved in the reaction, which will later form
the polymer. Uini is the ow rate of initiator, which starts the reaction of monomer to
polymer. UT is the change in temperature of the cooling-heating system of the reactor.
The dotted lines show the bounds of optimization for the control variables. Figure 6.9
shows very small dierences between both solutions, where the solid line denotes the
CapeML solution, and the dashed line the solution from gPROMS.
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Figure 6.9.: Control variables: solid line- CapeML; dashed line- gPROMS; dotted line-
upper/lower bounds
Figure 6.10 shows four important process variables: (a) the reactor temperature Tr,
(b) denotes a key quality specications of the polymer Rp;Sty=Rp;BA, (c) prot, and (d)
the total amount of unreacted monomer Nm;tot. Here, no distinction between the two
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approaches is visible.
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Figure 6.10.: Output variables: solid line- CapeML; dashed line - gPROMS; dotted line -
upper/lower bounds
6.3.2. Timing results
The corresponding timing results are summarized in Table 6.7. The rst row shows the
total time spent in the evaluations of the process model accumulated over all iterations
of the NLP. As it turns out, the total time to evaluate the process model is signicantly
larger using the gPROMS model server than using the CapeML model server. Recall
from Table 6.6 that the number of model evaluations dier for the two model servers.
Therefore, the second row indicates the average model evaluation time. It turns out
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that a single evaluation of the process model using gPROMS is about a factor of 2 slower
than using CapeML.
Time [s] gPROMS ESO CapeML ESO
Total time model 3.1 1.7
Mean time model 2.9 E{05 1.5 E{05
Total time Jacobian 6.2 53
Mean time Jacobian 5.5 E{05 4.5 E{04
Total CPU time 83.4 132
Table 6.7.: Execution times
The corresponding timings for the evaluation of the Jacobian are given in the next
two rows. Here, a single evaluation of the Jacobian using gPROMS is faster than using
CapeML by a factor of roughly 8. So, compared to gPROMS, the CapeML model server
evaluates the process model faster, but requires signicantly more time for the Jacobian
evaluation. To better analyze the performance of the derivative computations, consider
the ratio of the time to evaluate the Jacobian and the time to evaluate the process
model. For gPROMS, this ratio is close to 2 whereas the ratio for CapeML is about
30. The technique to evaluate the Jacobian used in the gPROMS model server is not
publicly available. For CapeML, a compression-based technique to exploit sparsity is
applied. The Jacobian is extremely sparse; only 0:6% of all its entries are non-zero. The
chromatic number of this Jacobian is given by 27, providing a reasonable explanation
for the ratio of 30.
The numerical investigations described in this section conrm the successful integra-
tion of the optimization software DyOS and the new, CapeML based, model server. The
functionality of the new server can be extended, for instance, by computation of higher
order sensitivities for the optimization algorithms in DyOS. Particularly in [39], Ralf
Hannemann of Aachener Verfahrenstechnik { Process Systems Engineering at RWTH
Aachen University presents an algorithm that is able to employ second-order sensitivi-
ties. As ADiCape is already able to compute second order derivatives, DyOS could soon
prot from resulting algorithmic enhancement.
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7. Conclusions and Outlook
The term Computer Aided Process Engineering (CAPE) describes a set of methods and
tools for the computer supported solutions of process engineering problems.
The CAPE-OPEN framework denes standards for process modeling software com-
ponents. These standards dene rules and interfaces which allow easy integration of
CAPE applications or components. At Aachener Verfahrenstechnik { Process Systems
Engineering at RWTH Aachen University, three CAPE software components have been
developed: the dynamic optimization software DyOS, the domain-specic language spec-
ication for engineering models CapeML, and a simulation environment for process mod-
els.
To support the optimization algorithms in DyOS, a new XML-based software compo-
nent called ADiCape has been developed to supply ecient and accurate derivatives of
process models. ADiCape is a specially designed source-to-source transformation tool for
the CapeML language which applies techniques of automatic dierentiation (AD) to gain
accurate derivative information for process model optimization schemes. AD comprises
a set of techniques for the semantic transformation of programs describing mathematical
functions. AD applies the chain rule of dierential calculus and generates a new program
that additionally calculates the derivatives of the underlying function with respect to
specied parameters.
Tools for automatic dierentiation cover most of the computer programming lan-
guages. Eorts for constructing an universally applicable AD tool engine have resulted
in development of OpenAD which uses an internal XML-based representation. However,
OpenAD is dedicated to imperative languages like C or Fortran, so in particular, it has
no concept of equations, and there are no interfaces available for process engineering
modeling languages like Modelica or gPROMS.
The project ADiCape faced new challenges in the design of an AD tool, owing to the
following requirements:
 AD for the XML-based domain-specic language CapeML
For the reasons of re-usability of engineering models, the XML representation de-
nes a level of abstraction for exchanging the model denitions between modeling
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tools. The dierentiation of mathematical model descriptions in XML format re-
quires parsing and transformation of a markup language and not a usual program-
ming language.
 AD for an interpreted language
Interpreted languages oer software platform independence, but in contrast to
compiled languages the code is not converted into machine code, but is directly
executed by an interpreter program. Interpreted languages are usually slower in
execution than compiled languages, and do not prot from compiler optimizations.
 AD for a declarative programming approach for equation-based modeling
Rather then dening an algorithmic prescription to calculate some quantities, a
declarative paradigm species the relationships and laws that hold for a given
application. This approach oers more exibility then the imperative paradigm,
as the balance equations of the model may be reformulated for a computation of
a particular value. This exibility must be maintained also in the dierentiated
version of the process model.
Implementation of the source-to-source transformation tool for CapeML was realized
with the XSLT language, which has been specially designed for analyzing and transform-
ing XML-based documents. XSLT is a functional programming language, and therefore
is missing some common features of imperative languages such as loops and mutable
variables. Recursion and recursion parameters must be employed in exchange for itera-
tions instead. The work described in this thesis is the rst attempt to employ XSLT to
implement a tool for automatic dierentiation. Although XSLT 1 features many useful
language constructs to analyze and process XML documents, only XSLT 2 was able to
support the implementation of the complex algorithmic transformations of mathematical
process models.
The dierentiation of the CapeML models needed to take into account a lack of data
structures beyond vectors in the CapeML language denition. Code optimization tech-
niques in preprocessing steps in the ADiCape transformation were employed to make the
dierentiation of the model equations possible. More importantly, though, the code op-
timization techniques also contribute to a reduction of the size of the extended Jacobian
matrix, via elimination of constant model variables independent of the expressiveness
of the CapeML language denition. If the CapeML language denition were to change
to include higher dimensional objects, the vectorization components could be turned o
easily, and without impacting other features of ADiCape.
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ADiCape is capable of generating code to compute rst- and second-order derivatives
of the model equations in the following forms, which are required by the optimization
software DyOS:
 explicit Jacobian matrices J(x) = @F=@x, of a function F (x) in forward and reverse
mode of AD
 products of Jacobian matrix with a seed matrix: J(x)  S in forward mode of AD,
 symmetric projection of a Hessian matrix: ST H(x)  S in forward mode of AD.
ADiCape generates CapeML augmented model code which can be employed for eval-
uation of rst and second order derivatives. For instance, in the optimization software
DyOS, products of the Jacobian matrix with a matrix of derivative directions are needed.
Such products can be eciently calculated in the so-called forward mode of AD, with-
out the need of constructing the whole Jacobian matrix explicitly. When the whole
Jacobian matrix is needed explicitly, either forward or reverse mode of AD may be ap-
plied. The choice of the mode has an impact on the performance of the calculation and
therefore is dependent on a particular problem structure. The analysis of the Jacobian
sparsity pattern, which ADiCape can do automatically, in particular the value of the
chromatic number of the matrix, determines the ecient approach for computation of
the derivatives.
With ADiCape, the dynamic optimization environment DyOS gained a source of accu-
rate, truncation error-free derivatives of the process model. As ADiCape augments the
original model with additional dierentiated equations, the equation-based modeling
approach is thereby maintained.
The requirements for the development of ADiCape tool included performance issues
as well as the quality of the calculated derivatives and the ease of the application. The
correctness of the evaluated derivatives has been proven by means of divided dierences
as well as comparison with the gPROMS model server. The performance of the deriva-
tive computation, which mainly depends on the characteristics of the particular model
problem, is provided by ADiCape by appropriate modes of dierentiation: The imple-
mentation of the forward mode for rst and second order dierentiation and the reverse
mode for rst order dierentiation allows in particular for further investigations on the
ecient calculation of Hessian matrices, as well as their numerical impact. This infor-
mation is used, for example in optimal experimental design to nd optimal conditions
for parameter identication [64].
The results of this work show that automatic dierentiation can be implemented
eectively in an equation-based modeling paradigm. The functional implementation
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approach chosen, which is based on template matching rather than an imperative execu-
tion paradigm, dovetails well with the declarative nature of an equation-based model. In
addition, it provides a naturally layered transformation paradigm which provides separa-
tion of implementation concerns, thus separating higher-level AD transformations from
low-level details such as the particular implementation of derivative objects chosen to
conform to CapeML standards. Experimental results show that this approach provides
correct rst- and second-order derivatives of various avors with reasonable runtimes in
line with theoretical expectations.
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A.1. The XML markup language
XML stands for an eXtensible Markup Language and it refers to a standardized text
format designed to support an easy exchange of a wide variety of data in the Internet.
XML can be used to dene other languages. A new XML-based language denition is
created by constructing the structure and a set of rules for the new grammar. The
structure of an XML document is specied in either a Document Type Denition (DTD)
or in an XML Schema. The grammatical rules are written in a formal syntax that
explains precisely which so-called XML-tags, i.e., elements and entities, may appear in
the XML document. These rules dene also the contents and allowed attributes of the
XML elements. A valid XML document only contains elements that are dened in this
set of these rules.
The so-called XML-tags are used to encapsulate information in the hierarchical data
structure of an XML document. Because XML separates the information content from
the presentation form, it can be used as an intermediate format for further processing in
various applications. As such, XML is an adequate format for a denition of a language-
independent exchange representation of model equations.
XML is not designed to easily be read by humans. The intention of XML denitions
is to provide a text format which can be eciently processed by a computer. The
strength of XML lies in its markup, i.e., the structuring XML-tags. Some optional
format denitions for a human readable presentation of the data can be applied on a
XML document in a post-processing step. For instance, the HTML language denition
contains such a presentation format which allows for good readability of Internet pages.
A.2. A short introduction to XSLT
XSLT (eXtensible Style-sheet Language Transformation) is a declarative, rule-based
query and transformation language for structured XML-data. Some other techniques
for processing XML les are based on one of the following application programming
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interfaces: SAX (Simple API for XML) and DOM (Document Object Model). The trans-
formation process is depicted in Fig. A.1. SAX and DOM oer very dierent approaches
to reading XML.
 DOM allows for navigation in the entire document as if it were a tree of node
objects representing the document's contents. DOM implementations tend to be
memory-intensive, as they generally require the entire document to be loaded into
memory.
 In contrast to DOM, SAX is an event-driven interface in which a document is read
serially. Because not the entire document is loaded into memory, SAX is more
resource-ecient than DOM. At the code level, a SAX parser interprets an XML
document as a series of events, and the XML contents are reported as so-called
callbacks to the handler objects. In general, it is better suited to situations in
which certain types of information are always handled the same way, no matter
where they occur in the document.
Figure A.1.: Transformation of XML documents.
XSLT is a much higher-level processing model than SAX and DOM. XSLT mostly
requires the developer to code rules (templates) that will be applied when specied
patterns are encountered in the source document. These patterns are specied using the
Xpath language [55], which is used to locate and extract information from the source
document. Compared to SAX and DOM programming, XSLT programming may be
viewed as scripting.
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XSLT functions and templates are designed for transformations of XML elements stored
in an XML document. The set of XSLT variables, functions and templates forms a
XSLT style-sheet. The XSLT processor calls the style-sheet and produces a transformed
document, based on the contents of the given XML document and the rules specied in
the XSLT style-sheet. The output format is specied in the XSLT style-sheet, it can as
well be XML, as any other text format. The XSLT style-sheet also contains a denition
of the format in which the output data is produced.
A.2.1. Types of templates
The two following types of templates may occur in XSLT style-sheets:
 Pattern-matching templates
<xsl:template match="element"> is a template with an attribute match which is
a pattern-matching kind of template to be applied on a XML element <element>.
The XSLT instruction <xsl:apply-templates select="element"> invokes the
pattern-matching templates.
 Named templates
<xsl:template name="name"> is a named-template. It has an attribute name
storing the name of the template, and it can be called by name using the XSLT
instruction <xsl:call-template name="name">.
A pattern-matching template is applied on XML elements specied in the match at-
tribute. For instance, a template <xsl:template match="ElementB"> is one of the
candidate templates to be applied to the XML element <ElementB>. However, other
XSLT templates may also be qualify as a pattern-matching template to by applied to
the <ElementB> element, e.g., <xsl:template match="*">, where * denotes any XML
element.
A.2.2. Template priorities
XSLT templates can have implicitly calculated or explicitly given priorities. The implicit
ranking depends on the uniqueness of the template, i.e., a generally applicable template,
e.g., <xsl:template match="*"> has a lower priority than a template with a specic
value of the match attribute <xsl:template match="ElementB">. This means that the
general templates are only applied if more specic templates are not available. A tem-
plate with a given context for the element, which additionally specializes the template,
has a higher priority than a template without context information.
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The hierarchy of template priorities is then as follows:
1. <xsl:template match="ElementA\ElementB">
denoting a template which transforms an element <ElementB>, which is a child
element of <ElementA>.
2. <xsl:template match="ElementB">
denoting a template which transforms all elements with the name <ElementB>
3. <xsl:template match="*">
denoting a template which transforms all kind of elements, also <ElementA>
The second type of templates, the named templates, can be called by name from any
other XSLT template in a similar way as a function call. In fact, the two following XSLT
instructions are equivalent:
 <xsl:template name="addElement"> which denes a named-template, and
 <xsl:function name="addElement"> which denes a XSLT function
Here, there is no need to calculate priorities because these kinds of templates and
function must have unique names. Additionally, a parameter list may be used to pass
information, e.g., <xsl:with-param name="contents" select="nodes()">. Here, the
XML sub-tree nodes() is passed to the template in a parameter named contents. XSLT
transformations may be then performed on the XML elements stored in the parameter
contents.
A.2.3. Template modes
XSLT allows the templates to be used in dierent modes. This feature is especially
helpful when using pattern-matching templates, which should be used only in a specic
case, e.g., simplify mode in ADiCape. In the XSLT command <xsl:apply-templates>
the mode mymode of the called templates is set, and so, the adequate templates, i.e.,
<xsl:template mode="$mymode"> are applied. This feature allows control of behavior
of the template, e.g., in some cases the source code is only copied from a source to the
destination, in other cases the code is transformed according to specied rules. The mode
attribute of an <xsl:apply-templates> element must match the mode attribute of the
<xsl:template>. If the <xsl:template> has no mode attribute, then the template rule
matches the default mode.
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B.1. XML-based domain-specic languages
For reasons of interoperability a number of XML-based domain-specic languages are
used in many scientic and non-scientic areas. The term domain-specic describes
special-purpose programming languages dedicated to a particular problem domain. The
purpose of XML-based notation is to oer an exchange format applicable in many soft-
ware tools in order to communicate the essential aspects. For instance, the following
XML-based domain-specic languages:
 HTML[61]{HyperText Markup Language, made for designing Web-pages, and
 MusicXML[17] music notation le format,
are just two examples coming from a non-scientic eld. Some of the languages used in
scientic applications include:
 MathML[16]{Mathematical Markup Language, an XML vocabulary for represent-
ing mathematical notations,
 CML[60]{Chemical Markup Language, used to represent molecular information,
and
 SBML[51]{Systems Biology Markup Language, a language for representing models
of biochemical reaction networks.
B.2. Purpose of CapeML
The scientic eld of process engineering benets from a common representation of
model descriptions in CapeML to exchange and re-use model equations. This in turn
enables creating more complex structured models by connecting the smaller components.
That is why an equation-based modeling of dynamic problems has gained ever growing
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popularity. Such a component based structuring of models allows for merging subsets
of model equations, so-called sub-models, in order to create a bigger, more complex,
compound model.
To dene such compound models, the language specication in the eld of process
engineering requires the availability of structures allowing for a decomposition and ag-
gregation of equation systems stored in structured objects. Although MathML has been
dened to cover a large area of mathematical vocabulary, it does not suit all the needs
of engineers, exactly in the context of hierarchical model structures. MathML has been
dened to cover a large area of mathematical vocabulary. Extending MathML with
additional concepts would have lead to a dierent language that can no longer be used
with existing tools. Hence, a feasible approach was to extract the domain specic knowl-
edge into a new XML-based language dedicated to chemical process engineering called
CapeML.
B.3. Document Type Denition (DTD)
CapeML is a XML-based domain-specic language for describing model equation in the
scientic eld of process engineering. It has been designed to play the role of an in-
termediate format in the process model connected with DyOS, a dynamic optimization
framework, developed at Aachener Verfahrenstechnik { Process Systems Engineering at
RWTH Aachen University.
A structure of a CapeML document is dened in the Document Type Denitions
(DTD), a fragment of which is presented in Fig. B.1. A DTD species a class of doc-
uments using an extended context-free grammar. DTDs are important for correct pro-
cessing of documents by software and dene:
 elements and their allowed contents,
 attributes and their allowed values, and
 entities and their values.
The keyword <!ELEMENT> introduces the available XML-tags which can be used in the
XML language. The possible child elements of the current XML-tag are listed in brackets
inside of the <!ELEMENT> denition using the syntax:
<!ELEMENT name (content)>, where
 ELEMENT is a keyword,
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1 <!ELEMENT ModelType (Annotation*, (Domain | VariableDefinition)*,
2 SubmodelDefinition*, PortDefinition*, Coupling*, Equation*)>
3 <!ATTLIST ModelType
4 %name.ent;
5 %id.ent;
6 >
7
8 <!ELEMENT VariableDefinition (Distribution*)>
9 <!ATTLIST VariableDefinition
10 %id.ent;
11 specification (PARAMETER | STATE | CONSTANT) "STATE"
12 >
13
14 <!ELEMENT Equation (BalancedEquation | ConditionalEquation |
15 StateTransitionNetwork | LoopEquation)>
16
17 <!ELEMENT BalancedEquation (Distribution*, Expression, Expression)>
18 <!ATTLIST BalancedEquation
19 %id.ent;
20 >
21
22 <!ELEMENT Expression (Term+)>
23
24 <!ELEMENT Term (Factor+)>
25 <!ATTLIST Term
26 add.op (ADD | SUB) "ADD"
27 >
28
29 <!ELEMENT Factor (Number | VariableOccurrence | CounterOccurrence |
30 FunctionCall | DomainOccurrence | Expression | ExpressionOccurrence)>
31 <!ATTLIST Factor
32 mul.op (MUL | DIV | NONE) "NONE"
33 >
34
35 <!ELEMENT FunctionCall (Expression*)>
36 <!ATTLIST FunctionCall
37 fcn.name CDATA #REQUIRED
38 >
Figure B.1.: A Fragment of DTD specication of the CapeML language
 name is the element name, and
 content is the allowed content, e.g., child elements of the current element.
The content of the current element is specied using a regular expressions using child
element names. The DTD expressions are analogous to the the regular expression (RE)
syntax (cf. Fig. B.2).
A keyword !ATTLIST introduces a list of attributes associated with the specied ele-
ment. An attribute denition:
<!ATTLIST element name type default> comprises
 element, e.g., FunctionCall, the name of the element being described,
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RE Syntax DTD Syntax Meaning
" EMPTY no element content is allowed
ab a , b both a and b must occur, in order specied
a [ b a | b one (and only one) of a or b must occur
a a* zero or more occurrences of a must occur
aa a+ one or more occurrences of a must occur
 [ a a? zero or one occurrences of a must occur
Figure B.2.: Regular expressions vs. DTD
 attribute name, e.g., fcn.name,
 type, e.g., CDATA i.e., any valid character data, and
 default, e.g., #REQUIRED meaning that the attribute must be present.
For instance, two sides of the <BalancedEquation> (line 17) are dened in two
<Expression> elements, one for each side. An <Expression> element in turn may
contain one or more <Term> elements (line 22).
CapeML element <Factor> (line 29) may contain one of the following elements: <Number>,
<VariableOccurrence>, <CounterOccurrence>, <FunctionCall>, <DomainOccurrence>,
<Expression>, <ExpressionOccurrence>.
<VariableOccurrence> includes the name of the model variable, <FunctionCall>
contains the name of an intrinsic function that is to be called, and <Number> denotes a
constant value.
B.3.1. Limitations of the current CapeML Denition
CapeML has been developed as an intermediate format for exchanging mathematical
models in process control engineering. As the result of this design target, the current
version of CapeML does not support data structures beyond vectors.
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